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SUGAR PRICES FOR MONTH ENDING NOVEiVIBER:
I4, I908.
Centrifugals. Beets. Parity;,
Oct. 12,. ... ............... 3·98¢ 9S 9d 4· 0 4¢
., [3··················· . 3·95¢ 9s 9y,id 4. 061,
14· ........ " ......... 3·95¢ 9S IOy;ld 4. 07'/
T5.................... 3·95¢ 9s IOy;ld 4· o7f;;
.. T6 ..... 3·95¢ 9s 9y,icl 4· o6¢...............
., 17..... 3·95¢ 9s roy;ld 4· 07¢...............
19··················· . 3·95¢ lOS 3d 4· 16¢
" 20.................... 3·95¢ lOS 4y;lcl 4· T9¢
" 21 ... " .... , .......... 4.03¢ lOS 3y,id 4. T8¢'
" 22 .................... 4.03¢ lOS 4:~d 4· T9¢
" 23············ . 4.03¢ lOS 6el 4· 2I¢.. .... .
" 24·············· . 4· 0 9¢ lOS 3el 4. T6¢.... .
" 26............... 4.09¢ lOS 2,Y.icl 4· T50
., 27 ~ .................. : 4. 09¢ lOS oy,id 4· 12¢
" 28 .................... 4·09¢ lOS 4. II¢
" 29··················· . 3·99¢ 9s 9el 4. 049
" 30... 3·99¢ 95 9el 4. 04¢................ .
" 3T.................... 3·95¢ 9s IT,Y.id 4·090
Nov. 2.................... 3·950 9S IT ,Y.ic1 4. 09¢
3,.· ................. 3·95¢ 9s IT ,Y.id 4·09¢
" 4·· . 3·95¢ TOS Ty;ld 4: 14¢................ .
" 5.. · -3·950 TOS Iy;ld 4·14¢.................
" 6.................... 3·92¢ TOS Ty;ld 4· T4¢
" 7· ., 3·92¢ TOS T/~d 4. T41.................
" 9,.· 3.921 TOS 2,Y.icl 4· T.11.................
" 10.. , .. , . " ... , ....... 3·9# lOS 3~d 4· 18¢
" I I .................... 3.921 TOS 2%cl 4· T51
" 12 ... 3.920 TOS 3d 4. T6~!................ .
" T3· .................. 3·92f lOS 2,Y.id 4· T:;1
" T4· .................. 3·92~1 [OS 3d 4· 16¢
Messrs. Willett & Gray under date of October 22 and 29 re-
port as follows:
October 22:
Ra.ws.-It was quite correct of us to say last week that "all
eyes were turned to the European markets," for from that direc-
tion continues to come the stimulating influences causin<T a pheno-
menal rise in values for this season of the year. b
This rise for the week has been from 9s. II)4d. to lOS. 40d.
for present month, and from lOS. 3y,id. to lOS. 9:J4d. for May
delivery for beet sugars. .
Also, quotations here have been followed by sales from 3·96c.
to 4.04c. per pound, 96° test Centrifugals.
The cause of the advance in Europe has been cabled from day
to day, but may be summed up in the words of a special cable
received by us today, viz.:
"European Beet crop reports are unfavorable .:nd suffering
from both drought and frost. The extent of damage is unknown.
The freezing still continues, causing prospects of a smaller crop
than last year."
Local business includes cargo of Java sugar due to arrive early
in November, at lOS. 9d. c.i.f., 96° test basis, equal to 4·04C. per
pound landed, and 10,000 bags Ouba Centrifugals for prompt ship-
ment at 2Yf\C. c. & f., 95° test basis, equal to 4·02C. to 4·05c. per
pound, 96° test.
The estimates given elsewhere of decrease in carrying stocks
September 1st as compared with last year, shows that actual pro-
duction. for the campaign year was less than the requirements for
consumption of the same period.
Our crop estimates for the coming" campaign give an increased
production; but the events occurring abroad at the present moment
indicate that reduced estiplates may soon be in order, and as the
margin of carrying stock on September I st was comparatively
small, it is evident that the trend of the campaign of next Sep-
tember is toward a further reduction of carrying stocks and a
resultant increase in sugar values as thc season progresses, with
a possible temporary hcsitancy during the earlier pcriod of the
Cuba crop distribution, as is usual, on account of lack of storage
facilities in Cuba and for financial necessities ; the latter, howcver,
should not bc so marked this season as it was last y.::ar, by reason
thcn of general financial difficulties, which havc no existence now.
A studY of thc sevcral interesting and instructive featurcs wc
givc this 'week on thc Cuba crop, Bect crop and "Vorld's produc-
tion and consumption will prove of valuc.
Business in new crop Cubas. understood for January-February
shipment, has been done at 2 )!ic. c. & f.. 96° basis, equal to 3·86c.
landed.
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0111' Cane Ooop Esti1llate.-In this number we give our prelimi-
nary estimate of the new cane sugar crops of the world for the
season of 1908-09 by countries, amounting to a total of 7,247,000
tons, showing a net increase of 370,503 tons, as c(.mpared with
the cane crops of last season.
The important changes are increases of 300,000 tons in Cuba,
15,000 tons in Louisiana, 15,000 tons in Demerara, 25,000 tons in
Argentina and 3°,000 tons in Mauritius, and decreases of 56,000
tons in Java and 101,000 tons in British India.
Our American Beet Crop Estimate.-We give in this number
our preliminary estimate of the new American beet sugar crop
for the season 1908-09 as being 44°,000 tons, dependent upon
suitable weather conditions until the close of the campaign. The
indicated outturn is practically the same as the crop of last season,
which amounted to 44°,200 tons. The next change, however, in
the estimate of the new crop is more likely to be a reduction than
an increase.
New Cuba, Crop Estima.te.-The weather in Cuba for several
months has proved to be very beneficial to the ~~rowing cane,
which has now, to a great extent (although not fully) recovered
from the effects of the long drought of the last two years. Prog-
ress has, also, heen made in plantings, part of which were in time
for harvesting during- this coming season, but most 0f which will
come into the following crop.
\Ve have just received special reports from a large number of
central factories located in the principal cane growing sections of
the island, showing that the expectation is to g-rind an averag-e of
17 per cent. increase in cane this season, if weather favors, which,
on the basis of the poor, stunted cane of last season. would give
a crop of 1,110,000 tons sugar.
But the growing cane shows a great improvement over that of
last year, the present conditions being reported f:"om different
estates from 5 to 50 per cent. better, which should add to the yield
150,000 tons, even allowing for the possibility of the cane not
heing as productive as appearance would indicate. after experi-
cncing a protracted long- drought.
A conservative estimate of the ncw 1908-09 crop would, there-
fore, be 1,25°,000 tons sugar, dependent upon continued favorahle
weathcr.
The production of sugar in Cuba last season was only 950 ,000
tons, because of the drought, but in 1906-07 the crop amountcd to
1,427,673 tons.
TVorld's Prodllctioll alld COllsllllll'tioll.-The ncw ,ane and beet
sugar crops of the world give promise of a g-ood yield, estimated
to outtnrt1 possibly 378,303 tons more than those d last season.
In the 19°7-08 campaign the prodnction was in tons: Cane,
6,876.497; European Beet, 6,532,000, and American Beet. 44°,200:
total, 13,848,697 tons; while for the new season (1908-°9) the
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October 29:
RaLe's.-The advance in prices which has been going on for
.some time in European markets, on account of unfavorable beet
crop prospects through dry weather and frost, culminated during
the present week, when beet quotations reached the high level of
IOs. 5y,J:d., since when, under an improvement in crop conditions,
the price has fallen 6e!. to 9S. 11 .0d. today.
'While the improvement lasted our local markets sympathized
to a certain extent and enabled the English holders of Java cargoes
arriving here to realize at a considerably higher price than was
promised a few weeks ago, such Java cargoes at the Breakwater
having been sold in one instance at at least IOS. 11 Y-i d. c.i.f.. equal
to 4.08c. duty paid for 96° test Centrifugals. The reaction in
Europe, however, left two cargoes of Javas at the Breakwater
unsold, which in the absence of buyers n1t1st he warehoused or
sold at a reduction, which is at present unsettled.
The feature of the week has been the selling of a moderate
quantity of new crop Cubas for December and early January
delivery at 2y;C. c. & f.. 96" test hasis. equal to 3.86c. landecl. a
portiOl{ of which is said to have heen hought hy Unite(l Kingclom
speculators.
estim~tes are: Cane, 7,247,000; European Beet, 6.540,000, and
AmerIcan Beet, 440,000; total, 14,227.000 tons.
The production last campaign, especially in Cuba, having been
less than the normal, and the apparent consumption fairlv good.
the stock in principal countries on September 1, 1908, was reduced
221,012 tons to 1,043,3°6 tons.
!,he consumption this campaign year, unless checked by higher
prIces, should show a large increase over that of last year (espe-
cially in view of the re:::el,'C depletion of invisible stocks), offsettiilg
the increased production and leaving stocks of less than 1.000,000
tons next September, if the crop estimates prove to be approxi-
mately correct.
European Beet Crops.-Following is Mr. F. O. Licht's first
estimate, in detail, of the European beet sugar production 19°8-09,
compared 'with' actual outturn of the last five campaigns: .
Tons.
1908-09 1907-08
Germany .. " 2,IOO,000 2,127,000
Austria. . 1,35°,000 1,425,000
France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 850,000 728,000
Belgium . . 290,000 232,000
Holland. . 19°,000 175,000
Russia . . 1,300,000 1,410,000
Other countries 460,000 :1-35,000
[Vol. XXVII
6,532,000
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Total tons 6,540,000
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At the close, a considerable quantity for December/All-January
and January/February shipment is offered on the same basis
while December/First-half-]anuary are not offering. '
Late today a sale was made of 10,000 bags old crop Cuba Cen-
trifugals (which will be shipped promptly) at 2%C. c. & f., basis
96° test, equal to 3.98c. landed, establishing this figure as the
spot quotation.
NIr. Qtto Licht's beet crop estimate was given out at 6.600,000
tons, since when he has reduced his estimate for Germanv alone
110,000 tons, -
Mr. F. O. Licht's European beet crop estimate remains un-
changed at 6,540,000 tons.
After a long period of reports from Mr. F. O. Licht of unfav-
orable weather, his cable message this week changes to favorable
weather for working the crop, which accounts for the present
decline in prices in Europe and which remains unchecked at this
writing. ~
From Cuba, crop reports continue favorable.
\\Fe call attention to the figures given herewith of crop supplies
and consumption requirements for the new campaign year, with
their resultant figures of decreased stocks September, 1909.
As the European beet crop is still subject to weather conditions
for some time to come, it is suggested in our European corre-
spondence that a period of warm, moist weatherJollowing the
recent dry and freezing weather, would prove of serious damage
to the beet crop, in which case the present reaction in values
would be followed by a stimulated upward movement again.
vVorld's Production and ConsIlIJl.ptioll.-Now that estimates
of the 1908-09 sugar crops are made, as published in our \Veekly
Journal of 22d instant, the estimates of supply and demand for
the new campaign will be interesting.
The apparent consumption during the campaign year 19°7-08
amounted to 14.069,709 tons, or nearly 600,000 t011<; less than in
]906-07. There being no reason for any material decrease in
actual consumption, the apparent reduction in the figures is due
to heavy inroads having recently been made in the invisible stocks.
it being a fact that the stocks held in second hands on September
1st last were the smallest in years.
A fair estimate of consumption during 1908-09 would be an
average of the two campaigns. H)06-07 and 1907-08, amounting
to 14.348,202 tons,. without allowing for the refilling of d<;pleted
stocks, and as this is more than the 14,227.000 tens estimated
production for 1908-09. the indications are that stocks on Sep-
tember 1. 1909. will amount to only 022, T04 tons. or 121.202 tons
less than the stocks of September 1. H)08. The present indica'-
tions are that the changes. which ma;" be made from time to time
in the total crop estimates this year, are more likely to be decreases
rather than increases.
Estimated \\Torld's Stock, September I, 19°9. . . . . . . .. 922,104
'Worlel's Stock, September I, 1908 , 1,043,306
Estimated Crop, 19°8-°9 14,227,000
Estimated Total Supply, 19°8-°9 15,270,3°6
Average Consumption Last Two Years 14,348,202
Czarnikow, lvlacdougall & Co. under date of October 23 state:
The raw sugar market gained further strength and scored an
advance during the past week, but the amount of business done
was not large.
The animating cause has been the continued advance in Euro-
pean Beets. where prices have risen 6d. to 70(1. per cwt., owing
to severe frosts in Central Europe, where the coldest Octoher
weather since 1866 has been experienced this week. That the
frost is expected to lessen the crop outturn is clearly evident from
the upward course of prices, and it is believed that the Factory
estimates, expected to be announced next week, will be a good
deal lower than those recentl\' given out by 1\11'. F. O. Licht.
In connection with the effect of frost, the views of an expe-
rienced \iVestern beet grower, with which we have been favored,
are of interest. He w~'ites as follows:
. I
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If th~ tot~l production proves to be less than the present esti-
mates, It WIll be necessary to check the consumption son1ewhat,
by high prices or otherwise, in order to leave at least 1,000,000
tons in stock at the end of the campaign to cover the world's
requirements until new crops are available.
We give below statistics for several years, covering stocks in
principal countries, production and consumption:
Tons.
World's. Stock. September I, 19°5 1,182,748
Production 19°5-06 .. , 13,947,225
Total Supply, 1905-06 15,130,073
ConsumptIOn, 19°5-06 13,726,372
World's Stock, September I, 1906 1,403,701
Production, 1906,07 , " 14,487,312
Total Supply, 19°6-°7 , 15,891,01 3
Consumption, 1906-07 ··14,626,695
\Vorld's Stock, September I, 1907 1,264,318
Production, 1907-08 13,848,697
Total Supply, 19°7-08 1:=1. II3,OI5
Consumption, 19°7-08 14,069,709
"Our experience in this country, with regard to frost at this
season of the year, is that-it causes beets to stop growing, hence
losing whatever tonnage might accrue to the beet between the date
of frost and time of harvesting.
"In almost all of the localities, excepting most sections in the
semi-arid regions, all of the beets are supposed to be harvested by
November 1st, certainly by November 15th, as after this date a
risk is run of rain or snow, with subsequent freezing of the beet
in the ground; and where a beet once freezes thoroughly in the
ground, it is almost impossible to get it out, and if it is once
thoroughly frozen, and the sun strikes it, it then turns black."
"A fairly heavy frost has the further result in the probability
of the beet starting to grow again, provided nor~l growing
weather follows, which growth is obtained at the sacrifice of some
of its sugar content and the beet runs the risk of not being ripe
at time of harvesting, with the result of a decreased purity.
"As a general proposition, however, an ordinary frost at this
season of the year is not regarded nearly as disastrous as should
it occur during the early part of the season."
The sales reported this ,,~eek are limited to old crop Cubas and
a Java cargo due early next month. Thc Cubas were secured at
the parity of 4.02C. to 4.05c. for basis 96°, and the Javas figure
out 4.03C• These purchases and some unreportcd ones arc not
believed to have added more than !O,ooo to 12,000 tons to sup-
plies of refiners, several of whom must soon re appear in the
market. Beyond three Java cargoes awaiting sale at Delawar~
Breakwater, there arc no large lines of ready sugar obtainable.
The first sales of new crop Cubas have been made at 20c. c. f.,
basis 96°, January-February shipment, but there are no more
sellers at this price.
Tn Europe. the drought which began early in September has
heen followcel. as alreadv stated. In' intense frost. and the effect of
this combination of t1I~favorable'weather conditions is seen in
prices, October and Novemher deliveries. which on rst September
were quotcd at 9s. 6el. £.o.b .. being- no\\, quoted at lOS. 50 d., a
price equal to 4.20C. for C)6° Centrifugals landed. to 2.85c. c.£. for
Cubas and to 2.5 I c. c.f. for non-privileg-ed sugar. Todav's £.o.b.
quotations are: October. ros. sY-lel.: Novembcr. ros. 5:4el.; Jann-
ary-~farch, !Os. 70d.: ?lTay. lOS. 9Yiel.: Aug-ust. !Os. I rj~el.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
ANNUAL lJ1EETING HA"VVAIIAN SUGAR PLANTERS'
ASSaCIA,TION.
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The annual meeting of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Associa-
tion was held in Honolulu, November 9th to 12th. The meeting
was held earlier in the month than has been usual dur-
ing the past few years, and it was for this reason, pos~ibly, that
there was a somewhat smallcr attendance of manag-ers than cus-
tomary. The reports and addresses presented and delivered were.
however, of great intcrest and "in this issue we publish such of
these as have been given out for publication.
The trustees and officers of the Association elected for the com-
ing year are: S. M. Damon, prcsident; W. G. Irwin, vice-presi-
dent; VV. O. Smith, secretary and treasurer; G. H. Robertson,
auditor; Royal D. Mead, assistant secretary; S. M. Damon, W. G.
hwin, W. O. Smith, G. H. Robertson, E. D. Tenney, H. P. Bald-
win, F. A. Schaefer, F. M. Swanzy and J. F. Hackfeld being
trustees.
Upon the convening of the meeting the retiring president, F. A.
Schaefer, delivered an address of welcome to the members, in
\\"hich he stated:
To the Officers GIld 111elll bel's of the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' AssociaHon:
Gentlemen :-A year has passed again since the members of the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association came together at their last
annual session, and in the name of the Trustees I extend to you
all a hearty welcome at the present meeting.
The business year of 19°7-19°8 has been the most successful
one for the sugar industry of thesc islands which we havc to
rccord. This refers particularly to the large tonnage of sugar
produced. and also in a markcd dcgree to the good sugar prices
which prevailed during that period. The total tonnage of sugar
of the past year amounts to 52 T. T23. while herctofore the ycarly
outnut has ne"er reached 4S0.000 tons. The wcathcr has been
rather favorable to the growing cane. although sevcral districts
of thcse islands have suffered sevcrely hy prolongcd droughts,
particularly Kau and Kona on the island of Hawaii, and l\ifaka-
wao and the Kula district on MauL and to somc cxtent the island
of Kauai as well.
This extensive crop. next to weathcr conditions. is largely
owi!JO" 10 careful and judicious field work and treatment of thc
soil ~~ith lime and artificial fcrtilizer hased on scicntifIc analysis.
and ultimately to thc perfection arrived at in the advanced cquip-
mcnt of mill and hoiling works to ohtain thc hest possihle results
frol11 the canc .i uice.
43°
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Too much praise cannot be given to the continued good work
accomplished by the Experiment Station and the results obtained
in its different divisions. Special annual reports of each division
of the station will be submitted to you for yourinformation and
discussion, but on my part I desire to commend each individual
member of the staff for his share in the successful workin rr of the
Experiment Station, without mentioning these cooperativ~ work-
ers by name, considering that they are long and fav0rahly known
to you. But I would he amiss in my duty if I refrained from
making particular mention and speaking in the highest praise of
the efforts made bv Mr. Muir in the Moluccas and other islands
in the Southern Pa~ific, to obtain specimens of parasitic enemies to
the caneborer, in which effort he has already partially succeeded.
As you all are aware, to your sorrow, of the destrnction caused
by the cane horer, you will fully realize the great boon to the
sugar inchistry here if the cane borer should be fouf{ht after this
as successfully as has the leaf-hopper in recent years. The Ex-
periment Station. under the directorate of Mr. C. F. Eckart, and
his able staff. has been doing most excellent, useful and practical
work, hy ,raising a large variety of cane seedlings and distributing
them among all the plantations of this group. These seedlings
are now cat:efully watched in their growth, and developments will
show what species give most promise of large results. The
cooperation of the managers of the various plantations in propa-
gating new species of cane is greatly to be commendecl and fully
recognized.
The labor situation, although not actually of a ~erious aspect
at the present time, is justly a cause of constant apprehension,
requiring intelligent study and watchfulness. Fort~1I1ately for the
agricultural pursuits of these islands, there is a good supply of
labor available to prevent any shortage to the demand. still it is
very desirable that such lahor should not be too hrgely of one
nationality, but should he made up of various nationalities so far
as this can reasonahlv be carried out. The henefit of such divers-
ity in the labor element, is too apparent to require any argument.
This fact the Trustees have fully recognized and steps are heing
taken having this end in view. which will be further referred to in
this report.
IV[ost important to the agricultural and industrial pursuits of
this Territory have heen the visits of "Mr. Tas. R. Garfield, Secre-
tarv of the Interior, and of l\Tr. F. H. Newell. Director of the
Ul{ited States Reclamation Service, who, hy personal ohserva-
tion, have made themselves acquainted with the aetnal situation
in this Territory as regards its agricultural and industrial prog-
ress. its present needs and who have gauged it., futttre pos-
sibilities. It will he the privilege of this Association to have iVYr.
Newell present at one of its daily sessions. when he will kindly
deliver an address on the wonderful results oht;tlned on the l\hin-
land hy the Reclamation Service under his directocatc amI ]1cr-
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SECRET.\RV·S REI'ORT-TWENTY-E[CHTH ANNUAL ),[EETI"C OF TIlE
[I.II\·A[!.IN SUC,IR PLANTERS' ,ISSOCL\TJON.
The last annual meeting of the Association was held Novemher
11-14, 19°7, in the rooms of the Association in Honolulu. The
meeting was well attended and close attention was given to the
reports and matters presented.
The annual banquet, which was held on the evening of Novem-
ber 14th, was highly enjoyed by all of the members and guests
who were present.
The Trustees who were elected for the new year were: F. A.
Schaefer, H. P. Bal(lwin, F. 1\f. Swanzy, \V. G. Irwin. \\T.
Pfotenhauer, E. D. Tenney, E. F. Dishop, S. ?lL Damon and
W. O. Smith.
'lUS t le out 00 ( or t le near uture IS hope ul and there seems
to be little in sight· to cause serious apprehension, although as
planters, we are not disposed to minimize our responsibilities, nor
to underrate the manifold contingencies which our industry is sub-
ject to. These are best shared and overcome by cooperative work,
and the annual meeting of the members of the Hawaiian Sugar
Planters' Association IS one of the essential means of furthering
this object. by mutual discussion and exchange of opinions. and
last, but not least. by social intercourse and good fellowship. All
of this I trust will make this annual meeting productive of much
practical good to our industry, and also be socialh- a success to
be pleasantly remembered by its participants.
Mr. VV. O. Smith. secretary of the Association, t11erl.'upon pre-
sented the following report:
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haps on the possible application of this national scheme on the
resources of these islands.
Mr. John D. Treanor, at the suggestion of the late Mr. Sargent,
Commissioner of Immigration, was invited to visit the different
islands of this group, to inform himself on the existing labor con-
ditions here, which resulted in his engagement as agent of the
Territorial Board of Immigration at New York. It is expected
that he will recruit among the newly arrived Southern Europeans
in New York field laborers, first on a limited scale as an experi-
ment with the possibility of larger numbers to follow. This
movement is in line with the policy of the administration in Vvash-
ington and may prove to be a success in its way.
The fortunate result of the Presidential election gives assurance
of a conservative administration of public affairs on the lines of
the policy of the present administration, and no fear need reason-
ably be entertained that Congress will sanction any legislation
which would affect the sugar industry of the Mainland and that
of these islands disastrously.
COMMITTEES.
Before the end of the year Mr. W. Pfotenhauer resigned and
Mr. J. F. Hackfeld was elected in his place.
The Trustees organized and elected the following officers:
F. A. Schaefer Pre~~ident,
S. M. Damon Vice-President,
W. O. Smith Secretary and Tre::tsurer,
G. H. Robertson Auditor,
R. D. Mead Assistant Secretarv.
The Trustees have held thirty meetings during the year.
The following is a list of the committees which were appointed
for the year 1908:
. Culthratioll, Fertili:::Mion a,nd Irrigation on Irrigatcd Plallta~
tlOns-H. P. Baldwin, chairman; Andrew Adams, L. Weinz-
heimer, G. F. Renton, H. A. Baldwin. .
Cultivation alld Fc'rtili:::Mion on Unirriga.ted Plantations-John
A. Scott, chairman; John Watt, James Gibb, W. G. Ogg, A. Lid-
gate.
Cuttill1f!;, Loading GIld Gcncral Tmnspo'rtatioll- 'vV. '0/. Good-
ale. chairman; Albert Horner, Geo. 'vVatt, J. T. IVloir, 'vV. Stodart.
Manufacturc of Sugar alld Utilization of By-Prodllcts-
J. N. S. \i\,Tilliams, chairman; John Hind, Geo. Ross, G. H. Fair-
child, L. Barkhausen.
M achincry- (a) Manufacture: W. J. Dyer, chairman; C. C.
Kennedy. \i\,T1ll. Searby, F. Weber, E. K. Bull: (h) Agriculture:
Albert Horner, chairman; J. T. Moir, E. H. 'vV. Broadbent, F. F.
Baldwin, 'vV. \!I/. Goodale.
f;VarclzollscS For alld Storagc of Raw Sugar-c. n. \Vells,
ch.airman; J. N. S. Williams, John Hind, J. T. Moir, B. D. Bald-
wIn.
Forcstr:.'-L. A. Thurston, chairman; Geo. I-I. Fairchild, 'vV. 'vV.
Goodale, 1-L r\. Baldwin, A. Ahrens.
F..r/,crilllcnt Sta1ioll-J. P. Cooke, chairman; VV. M. Giffard,
Geo. H. Robertson, Geo. F. Davies, \iV. Pfotenhauer. J. \\T. \iVald-
ron, R. D. :Mead.
Labor-E. D. Tenney, chairman; W. Pfotenhauer, E. E. Pax-
lon, R. D. Mead. .
Attention is again called to the suggestion made, in the secre-
tary's last report. that further consideration be given to the suh-
jcct of the appointment of committecs of managcrs and of their
reports.
It may be that instcad of thc presidcnt appointing the usual
~tated numher of memhers on cach committec it would hc hettcr
that he appoint onc mcmher on each committcc who shoul(l he
chairman, and cach chairman so appointc(l select the othcr mcm-
bers of his committcc. This. however, is a matter for considera-
tion and action at the annual mceting.
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WASJIINGTON.
COMMITTEE REPORTS.
"
"
"
"
Tons180,150
137,01:3
122,629
81,322
521 ,123
CROP REPORTS.
THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.
Total
The reports of the sugar crops for the year endinl7 Septcmbcr
30, 1908, are herewith submitted. The crop has bee;~ the lar.o-est
produced during any year in the past, making a total tonnageOfor
the year of 52 I, I 23 tons.
The yicld by islands has been as follows:
Hawaii .
Oahu . . .
NIaui .
Kauai .
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The chairmen of the various committees will report upon the
subjects assigned to them.
The Committee on Labor has held many meetings during the
year and had various plans under consideration. Upon the rec-
ommendation of this committee the Trustees decided that in order
to carry out more systematic and comprehensive plans in regard
to maintaining an adequate supply of laborers it was desirable that
a labor bureau he organized to be in the immediate charge of
capable and efficient officers. Steps have already been taken to
carry out this object and it is hoped that much henefit wiII result
therefrom.
The largest crop heretofore produced in one year was that of
19°7, amounting to 440,017 tons.
The seasons were favorable, both for growing the crops dur-
ing 1907 and for harvesting in 1908.
The facilities for transporting and marketing have been better
the past ycar than evcr before.
Congress is ahout to consider the subjcct of tarif-I revision and
hearing.s arc ahout to he had hefore a committee in anticipation
of the new session of Congress. It is of the utmost importance
to the sugar interests of these islands that there should he no
1\1 r. F. -:'If. Hatch, the rcpresentative of the !\ssociation at
''lashington, has rendered valuable and efficicnt scrvicc. and the
Association is fortunate in heing able to rctain him as their rep-
rescntative at the scat of government.
TARIFF REVISION.
ISLANDS.
THE DEATH OF :MR. THOMAS RAIN \VALKER.
"i.:
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:i: 2,000 pounds to the ton.
Hawaii-
Hawaii Mill Co., Ltd 2,818
Waiakea Mill Co 9,761
Hilo Sugar Co : 12,853
Onomea Sugar Co 17,006
Pepeekeo Sugar Co 7,590
Honomu Sugar Co 7,511
Hakalau Plantation Co J2,834
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co 7,944
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,195
Kukaiau Plantation Co , 2,141
Kukaiau Mill Co 1,427
Hamakua Mill Co 12,355
Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co ro.44S
ST.-\TEl\IENT OF HAWAIIAN SUGAR CROP, 1907-1908,
FROM OCT. 1, 19°7, TO SEPT. 30, J908.
*Tons Total tons
Since the last annual meeting news was received of the death
of Mr. l:homas Rain V\Talker, who, for many years, was a mem-
ber of this Association and identified with the interests of these
islands.
After receipt of the news of his death the Trustees adopted the
following resolution, on September 23rd, 1908:
"f;Vhereas the said news has this day been re-:eived of the
death of NIr. Thomas Rain \iValker, a former member and Trustee
of this Association;
"Be it R('sol7!ed, That we, the Trustees of the Hawaiian Sugar
Planters' Association, in meeting assembled, hereby record our
deep sorrow at the death of our esteemed colleague and friend;
"That in the death of Mr. \iValker this Association and the
commt111itv of these islands have lost a friend who by his attain-
ments, his markecl integrity and uniform courtesy, 'commanded
the respect and confidence of all;
"That we cOlwey to the widow and family of the deceased our
profound sympathy in their bereavement."
Nov., 1908.]
diminution of the tariff on sugar imported into the United States
from foreign countries. This subject has been given earnest con-
sideration by the Trustees and our representative at Washing-
ton. Without tariff protection sugar could not be produced at a
profit in these islands owing to the cost of production, distance
from the market and cost of transportation.
122,629
Oalzu-
Vvaimanalo Sugar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,242
Laie Plantation :................. 971
Kahnku Plantation Co..................... 6,519
Waialua AgTicultural Co., Ltd 30,376
Waianae C~ 5,686
Ewa Plantation Co 33,919
Apokaa Sugar Co., r.td. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 984
(Ial,u Sngar Co 35,320
Honoluln Plantation Co 18,996
. '/
i
• I
I
81.322
521 .12.1
-- 180,159
Total ..
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Honokaa Sugar Co 7,657
Pacific Sugar Mill. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,459
Niulii Mill and Plantation 2,452
Halawa Plantation 1,953
Kohala Sugar Co. " 4,914
Union Mill Co 3,259
Hawi Mill and Plantation 7, 125
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Co 9,628
Hawaiian Agricultural Co 10,274
Puakea Plantation 661
Olaa Sugar Co., Ltd 15,795
Puna Sugar Co., Ltd " 1,691
Puako Plantation 403
Kona Development Co..................... 1,000
Kallai-
Kilauea Sugar Plantation Co............... 3,19·-1-
l\Takce Sugar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7,40~
Lihue Plantation Co 14,445
Grove Farm Plantation.................... 2,508
Koloa Sngar Co " , 7,361
?lIcBryde Sugar Co.. Ltd 11,294
Hawaiian Sugar Co 21,633
Gav & Robinson 2,675
\Vaimea Sugar Mill Co.............. . . . . .. 1,790
Kekaha Sugar Co 8,283
Estate V. Knudsen........................ 73 I
kla11.i-
Kipahulu Sugar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,843
Kaeleku Plantation Co., Ltd... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,026
Maui Agricultural Co 22,627
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co 56,150
Wailuku Sugar Co 10,072
Olowalu Go " 1,765
Pioneer :Mill Co., Ltd 27,146
101,865
Tons Total tons
437
AGENTS.
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W. G. Irwin & Co., Ltd.
Honolulu Plantation Co 18.9~)6
Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co IO,44R
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Go....... . . . .. 9,628
Hakalau Plantation Co 12,834
Hilo Sugar Co. , , 12,853
y,iauea Sugar Plantation Co............... 3,194
\Vaimanalo Sugar Co 4,242
Cilo\\'altl Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,765
H. Hackfeld & Co., Ltd.
Lihue Plantation Co 14,445
Grove Farm Plantation.................... 2,508
Koloa Sugar Co , 7,361
Kekaha Sugar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,283
Pioneer Mill Co., Ltd. " ;27,146
Kipahulu Sugar Co .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,843
Kukaiau Plantation Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,141
Oahu Sugar Co : 35,320
Hawaii Mill Co., Ltd 2,818
C. Brewer C7' Co., Ltd.
Hawaiian Agricultnral Co 10,274
'Wailuku Sugar Co 10,072
Honomu Sugar Co .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7,5 II
Onomea Surr'ar Co , 17,006,..,
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co 5,195
Pepeekeo Sugar Co 7,590
Castle & Cooke, Ltd.
'-'Vaialua Agricllltnral Co.. Ltd 3°,376
Ewa Plantation Co , .. 33,9 19
Apokaa Sugar Co., Ltd.................... 984
Kohala Sugar Co 4,914
Waimea Sugar 'Mill Co 1,79°
Alexallder & Baldwin, Ltd.
Hawaiian Sugar Co 21,633
:Maui Agricultural Co 22,627
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co 56,150
Kahuku' Plantation Co 6,51Q
.Laie Plantation 971
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Other reports presented dealt with thc following subjects:
Experimcnt Station, Machinery, lvIanufacture of Sugar amI
Utilization of By-Products, V,'arehouses for and Storage of Raw
Sugar, and Forcstry, which wc publish herein as presentcd with-
out further commcnt:
73 1
5,686
1,000
II,II6
51,5 18
521 ,123
2,675
1,958
661
F. A. Schaefer & Co., Ltd.
Honokaa Sugar Co 7,657
Pacific Sugar Mill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 3,459
Total ..
Theo. H. Da'i.'ies & Co., Ltd.
Waiakea Mill Co " 9,761
Laup~hoeho.e Sugar Co 7,944
Kukalau MIll Co 1,427
Hamakua Mill Co 12,355
Niulii Mill and Plantation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,452
Union Mill Co " .. " 3,259
McBryde Sugar Co., Ltd J 1,294
Kaeleku Plantation Co., Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,026
Bishop & Co.
Olaa Sugar Co., Ltd 15,795
Puna Sugar Co., Ltd " 1,69 1
Hawaiian De'i.'eloplJlent Co .. Ltd.
Kana Development Co .
H. M. 'i.'on Holt.
Estate V. Knudsen .
Hilld, Rolph & Co.
Hawi Mill and Plantation 7,125
Puako Plantation 403
jvJa.J~ee Sugar Co.
Makee Sugar Co .
J. M. Dowsett.
Waianae Co .
H elll')' J;Vaterlzouse Trust Co.. Ltd.
Gay & Robinson .
Halawa Plantation .
Puakea Plantation .
DLVISLON OF ,\GIUCULTURE ,\1':1) CHEl\USTRY.
REPORT OF COMMITTE IN CHARGE OF EXPERI-
IVIENT STNfION.
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To the President} Board of Trns/ees and J11elllbers of the
Ha,c.craiian Sligar Planters' Association:
The Committee in charge of the Experiment Station hereby
submits its report for the twelve months ending September 30th,
1908 :
Laborator,\' IVork.-\\Thilst the total numbcr of analyses made-
in the labonitories of the Division of Agriculture and Chemistry
is lower than that mack in the year ending September 30th, 190 7,
yet there is a substantial increase in those made at the request
of plantations and of plantation agencies. The decrease in the
total number of analyses and in the number made fer the Experi-
ment Station is due to the large number of analyses of seedling
canes made in 1907.
There has been a substantial increase in the number of fertilizer
,samples examined, the number exceeding by 23 per cent. those
examined for the year ending September 30, 1907. The saving
to the members of the A.ssociation during the past year amounts
to $5406. a decrease of over $3000 compared with the correspond-
ing amount for 1907.
Fcrtili:::cr SUII/pling.-Dnring the past year a scheme for the
sampling of fertilizers has been initiated which should go far to
prevent any disputes regarding the authenticity or correctness of
the samples. In Honolulu the samples are regularly taken after
they have left the factory by an employe of the Exreriment Sta-
tion, his work being overlooked by the shipping clerk of the fer-
tilizer company. who also signs the label on the bottle containing
the sample of fertilizer. A similar scheme is in operation in San
Francisco. )'our interests there being rcpresented by IVIessrs.
Curtis & Tompkins, an old estabJished firm of analytical chemists.
T'Veeldy Mill Reports.-The weekly mill reports issued during
the past year contain the results of one marc mill than in the pre-
vious year, and represent altogether about 90 per cent. of the
output of the whole islands. The annual synopsis which was ini-
tiated last vear and contained the results of work in twenty-fivc
factories will this vear include the results of thirty-two, and should
afford a valuable 'compilation of actual results.
Mi!! COIi/ro! TYork by Slatioll ChclI/ists.-This scheme, which
was initiated in 1907. has been continued during the present year.
whcn Dr. R. S. Norris visited and made tests of the extraction at
eight plantations on Hawaii.
Seedling Calles.-The efforts of the Experiment Station have
this year been directed rather towards obtaining a supply of plant-
ing material from the. seedling canes alreqdy obtained and fur-
nishing material to the members of the Association than towards
the raising of further quantities of new varieties. Keeping in
view the very different climatic and soil conditions to be found in
the islands, the Director of the Division decided that it would
be better to make only a preliminary selection at the Experiment
Station, and to make the final selection under the actual conditions
prevailing on the plantations; in this way it may be found that a
cane of high promise at the Experiment Station may maintain
its promise on one plantation, but yet may be very disappointing
when g:own on another. VVhile we confid~ntly hope that sooner
or later a number of new varieties will be obtained which will be
grown in the districts best suited to them, yet we must point out
the danger of condemning the new varieties if the first consig-n-
ments of seedlings should not disclose any canes adapted to the
conditions of the plantation where they are sent.
Artificial Hybridi:::ation of Calles.-The work which was done
in this direction was very successful, and in all eighty-three cross
bred varieties, the parentage of which is known on both sides,
were obtained and were planted out in the Experiment Station
field. A list of these seedlings is given in the report of the Direc-
tor of the Division.
Sub-Sta.fion lillork.-The canes on six sub-stations were har-
vested duri~g the past year, and the results obtained were em-
bodied in Circular No.6; a feature of these results was the uni-
formly high place taken by the imported seedling, D. 1135; should
this cane maintain its promise when grown on an extended scale
it is an example of the danger of condemning a cane on a limited
numher of results, since, we understand, this cane has never
heen prominent as a sugar producer in Demerara, where it was
originally raised.
.B1l1ietills and Circlllars.-During- the year the following bulle-
tins and circulars have been published:
Circular No. 7.-Sub-station plans for 1908.
Builetin No. 2I.-Evaporator Scale. This contains an account
of analvses of scale fro III a number of factories and suggestions
whereby the deposit of scale can be lessened.
Bulletin No. 22.-A theory of the extraction of juice by mill-
ing; contains an account of the results which may be expected as
th~ result of different methods of applying the maceration water.
Bulletin No. 23.-1]se of formaldehyde solution in sugar mills,
is intended to call attention to the uses of this material as a tech-
nical antiseptic.
Bulletin No. 24.-Deterioration of sugars on storage. This
hulletin reviews the causes of deterioration, and calls especial
attention to the cornbined effect of moisture and bacterial life.
Bulletin No. 25.-Results from stripping tests; shows the loss
clue to stripping ,'vhen carried out at the Experiment Station.
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. Circular No. 8.-Results from stripping tests conducted by the
Hakalau Plantation Co.; also calls attention to the loss from
stripping under conditions of heavy rainfall.
Gircular No. 9.-Field tests with varieties of cane at the
H. S. P. A. sub-stations,-contains an account of the results ob-
tained on harvesting the sub-stations at Puunene, \Vaialua, Maka-
weli, Olaa, Pacific Sugar Mill and Kohala.
Circular No. 10.-Treatment of low grade sugar; records the
replies received to a circular letter from the Experiment Station
Comnllttee dealing with this matter.
Bulletin No. 26.-Varieties of cane, with special reference to
nomenclature; is an attempt to reduce the confusion into which
the nomenclature of canes has fallen.
From the above list it will be seen that the amount of work
accomplished by the Division is greater than in any previous year.
The stress of work and his continued presence at the Experiment
Station so told on Mr. Eckart's health that he found it advisable
to apply for leave of absence, and a year's leave was given him
as from July I, 1908. During his absence the Division of Agri-
culture aod Chemistrv will be directed by Mr. Noel Deerr.
A full account of the work of the Division is contained in the
report of the Acting Director.
'1
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The economic work of this Division for the past period has
continued on lines similar to those laid out by the present Director
since the organization of the division in 1903,-that is, controlling,
by means of their natural enemics, insects which are injurious to
sugar cane.
Previous reports have dealt so thoroughly with the successful
entomological campaign which has been carried on against the
attacks of the cane leaf-hopper, and the bulletins issued by the
Division during the past two years or more have given such tech-
nical and elaborate details as regards its natural insect-enemies,
which have been introduced and established by our entomologists
in the cane fields, that it seems merely necessary at this time for
your committee to give but passing notice to this particular sub-
ject. All are familiar with the conditions which universally ex-
isted in the cane fields of these islands two or more years ago,
as well as with the losses which were sustained during the period
that the leaf-hopper pest was in absolute control. You also appre-
ciate the difference in these conditions since the introduced nat-
ural enemies to this pest have heen thoroughly and s\'stematically
established on all our plantations. Realizing these facts, as you
undoubtedly do, it is safe to say that the few thousands of dol-
lars contributed towards the search and successful establishment
of natural enemies to the hopper and the corresponding control
up to this time of the latter have been well invested, and that the
results from a purely financial standpoint have been more than
gratifying. vVe must not, however, rest solely upon what has
already been accomplished, but, as a precautionary measure, spe-
cial attention must be continued by managers in the future as
in the past as regards the systematic distribution of cages of leaf-
hopper parasites in fields of young cane, as periodical attacks of
the hopper are otherwise liable to occur. There is little danger,
however, of further trouble from the hopper if proper care is exer-
cised, as the conditions which produce such periodical attacks
are now pretty well understood by the majority of managers.
vVhen your committee submitted its last annual report the work
of the Division in connection with the sugar cane borer was prac-
tically in its initial stage. At that time lvIr. :Muir, who had been
selected and sent to the Malay Archipelago to find the borer in
that region, in addition to such predaceous and parasitic enemies
as attacked it there, had had but little opportunity for effective
research work. The report further stated that owing to the long
distances and changes of climate between the Malays and Hawaii,
a half-way station would of necessity have to be established in
order to successfully introduce such predators or parasites as :Mr.
Muir might discover and deem desirable to send. ThiS' half-way
station was established at Hongkong last Al)ril in charge of Mr.
Terry of the Division. The Director of the Division in his present
~nnual report is now enabled to record the fact that predaceous
beetles feeding on the larvae of cane-borers have not only been
discovered by Mr. Muir, but have been successfully shipped by
that entomologist, through the half-way station, and have been
received here in Honolulu in good condition. Certain of these
predators, the Director further notes, have been distributed in
cane fields in certain districts where the cane-borer was abundant
and where the predators in question may eventually become estab-
lished. The Director also records the discovery, by lVlr. lVluir,
of a parasitic fly on the larvae of borer in the lVIoluccas. This
latter insect, however, has not been successfully bred for ship-
ment as yet, for reasons which are mentioned in the Director's
report. As a detailed account of the work done in connection
with cane-borer and its natural enemies is given in !"he Director's
annual report, it appears quite unnecessary for your committee to
go into further details as to this particular matter. It may be
added, however, that it has been deemed very desirable to have
).oIr. lVluir return to the Moluccas and there continu~ his research
work and. if possible, secure further details as to the life history
of the parasite in question, as well as perhaps discover others,
so that the undertaking may, if possible, ultimately meet with
success. In that connection, therefore. your committee has to
report that instructions to the above effect have been cabled to
Mr. :Muir at Hongkong. Further instructions have also been
sent to abandon temporarily the half-way station at Hongkong.
at least until such time as the Director mav receive assurances
that that establishment is again necessary: it being practically
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u.s~l~ss .to maintain it as long as Mr. Muir is away from all
clVlhzatlOn and steamship connection. In the meantime the Divi-
sion will keep under observation such cane fields :n the several
districts of these islands in which the predaceous beetles above
referred to have been liberated. It should be particularly noted
that the Director has called attention to the fact that even should
these predaceous insects become established, they ace more liable
to suffer from the periodical burning of the trash in the cane
fields than would be suffered by any parasite. In c01mection with
th~ work .done by Mr. Muir in the lVlalay Archipelago, your com-
l111ttee mIght state, as a matter of information, that the lack of
a reliable mail service, together with interrupted and infrequent
shipping facilities, throughout the Dutch Indies, has caused the
Division, and Mr. lVluir in particular, much annoyance and
anxiety, and has to some extent hampered the work. Letters
which have been mailed to the Director via Hongkong (the
nearest and safest route) have frequently come via India, London
and New York, taking twice the time to get here. In some in-
stances packages, as well as letters, even when registered, have I
gone astray, apparently through the negligence of the postal
authorities in the Dutch Indies, through whom all Mr. Muir's mail
and other matter has to be handled prior to its arrival at Hong-
kong or other central shipping ports. This quite important matter
has already been made the subject of correspondence with the
authorities in the Postal Union, and further complaints will ,short-
ly be made by your committee with a view to having all such
mail matter, if possible, reach its destination quickly and safely.
The assistance and courtesies rendered to the Division generally,
and to Mr. Muir in particular, by the respective U. S. Consuls
at Batavia and Hongkong, in connection with mail matter, has
been much appreciated. The same may be said of the General
Agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company at Hongkong, as
regards courtesies rendered in the matter of insect shipments to
Honolulu. The Agricultural Institute at Hongkong. through its
officials, has also rendered every possible facility to both Messrs.
Terry and :Muir during the period these gentlenien have had the
use of its laboratory, and has also extended other courtesies
which have been much appreciated by your committee.
Last April arrangements were made through the Director to
have Ivlr. Koebele visit parts of Europe in search of natural ene-
mies of the horn-fly. Mr. Koebe1e began his investigations in
this connection about June last, the expenses of which are to
some extent being contributed to by the Territorial Board of
Agriculture and the Live Stock Breeders' Association. This spe-
cial work has been mentioned by the Director in his report, to
which reference can be made for further details.
Through the death of !\Ir. Alexander Craw, which occurred in
June last. the Association ancl Experiment Station has sustained
a serious loss. The late IvIr. Craw, as you all know, was attached
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to the staff of the Entomological Division as a consulting en-
tomologist, his special duties, however, being as Quarantine Plant
Inspector under the auspices of the Territorial Board .of Agri-
culture. During his four years' faithful service in that important
official capacity, the work superintended by him has been of para-
mount importance, not only to the sugar planters, but also to the
agricultural interests at large. Among his numerous duties as
Plant Inspector he particularly safe-guarded the interests of the
planters as to unnecessary importations of sugar cane <;:uttings
coming from other sugar-growing countries. Many such impor-
tations were necessarily destroyed by him which contained in-
jurious insects and other pests, which if established here would,
in time, have undoubtedly caused serious loss to sugar plantations.
Aside fro111 his official duties, wherein he displayed much efficiencv
as well as extraordinary tact and judgment, the late Mr. Craw wa's
much respected by all who came in contact with him. and his loss
as an entomologist and as the official Quarantine Plant Inspec-
tor is in very many respects irreparable.
Orgalli:::atioll alld Staff.-:\s :Mr. Lewton-Brain has pointed out
in his report. the work of this division has increased to such an
extent that it was absolutely necessary to engage the services of
an additional assistant. Letters were written to the i\-Iainland..
England. India and South Africa in an endeavor to secure the
right man, which resulted in the appointment of Mr. Larsen. i\-Ir.
Larsen has not had much practical field experience hitherto, but
we have reason to expect that with the facilities placed in his way
he will speedily familiarize himself with om local field conditions.
Although Dr. Cobb severed his actual connection with the Sta-
tion in 19°7, this Division has still been receiving the benefit of
his services in connection with Bulletin No.6. It was the under-
standing of the Trustees that Dr. Cobb should carry this work to
completion after going to \Vashington. and this arrangement has
11een carried out. The value of this thorough and able treatise
on cane diseases is largely enhanced by its heautiful illustrations.
the whole forming a publication of "'hich the Station may "'ell
feel proud.
Pllblicatiolls.-The puhlications of the Division 112.ve been less
numerous than usual on account of Dr. Cobb's B~J11etin No.6.
One other hulletin, 011 Red Rot. and a circular on Thielaviopsis
and the disinfection of cane cuttings have been issued and two
other lml1etins are well under wav. In connection \\·ith our pub-
lications from the Station, it is g'ratifying to see the appreciation
in which they are held by scientists in other parts of the world.
E.r/,cri1Jli'lltal TVnrk.-Tn addition to the general work in COI1-
nection with the investigation of plant and root cliseases two in-
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Experimcnt Station Committee.'
JIcJllolulu, Octo!Je-r r, 1908.
Respectfully submitted,
J. P. COOKE, Chair111all,
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G. F. DWIES,
J. \\!. \VM.DRO?.r,
Sub-COll/111iltcc Di<'isioll of Pathology aud Physiology;
VV. 1\1. GrFFARD,
\V. PFOTE:NIIAUER,
Sub-co111ll/ittee Di·,'isioll of EllfOll/olog}';
terestitig branches of work have been taken up, one on the forest
conditions on Maui the other an pineapple diseases.
'With regard to the forest disease which has been manifesting
itself on Maui, IVIr. Lewton-Brain's report is in the nature of a
preliminary investigation. It is planned that Dr. Lvon should go
up shortly to make a complete study of the disease and to stay as
long as may be necessary to attain that end.
There are sevcral of our sugar corporations which are more
or less closely identified with the pineapple industry here, and it
has been considered desirable to take up the question of diseases
to which the plants are liable. This work is being conducted in
conjunction with the Director and Chemist of the Federal Ex-
periment Station. .
It is satisfactory to read that no serious damage spems to. have
been caused during the year by Ithyphallus, and :~dr. Lewton-
Brain's remarks in connection with" root diseases merit careful
attention. The work on the Bacterial Flora of Hawaiian Sugars
has yielded some exceedingly interesting results, which will, it is
hoped, he ready for publication before long.
Too much attention on the part of managers can not be given
to IVIr. Lewton-Brain's remarks concerning the sending in of
specirYlens to the Station for investigation. The study of the
sugar cane from its pathological and physiological aspect is still
in its comparative infancy, and it would greatly facilitate the work
of the Division besides increasing its usefulness, if any unusual
conditions in the fields were carefullv noted and specimens sent
to the Station as soon as possible. V'le trnst that in the rnsh of
work on a plantation this important matter will not be lost
sight of.
G. H. RonERTSON,
R. D. IVIL\D,
Sub-co1111/1ittee Dic.'isioll of Agriculture aud Chell/ist,"},;
MILL MACHI1'mRY IN GENERAL.
Honolulu, November 5, 1908.
,
REPORT ON i'dACHINERY-MANUFACTURE.
I.
I
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W. J. DYER,
Chairman Committee on Machinery-Manufactttre.
Gentlemen :-1 heg to hand you herewith the report of the
Committee on Machinery-Manufacture, consisting of the follow-
ing:
Report on Mill Machinery in General, and a communication
from the mill Superintendent at Oahu Sugar Company on the
work done in their factory during the past season.
Respectfttlly submitted,
To the Trustees alld Members of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'
Association:
The tons of cane ground per hottr, per foot of roll, together
with the extraction and dilution, at the ahove mills, dttring the
months of April, [vlay and Jttne, 1908, averaged as follows:
The sugar produced in the Hawaiian Islands during' the season
just closed represents the largest output in the history of the
industry, and this increased production has naturally called for a
corresponding increase in the capacity as well as in the efficiency
of the factories and machinery for handling same.
The following tabulated statement sets forth the size of the mills
in a few of our factories handling the largest crops, together with
the amount of raw sugar produced in each, during the 1907-1908
season:
Tons of Sugar
Plantation. Equipment. Produced.
Hawaiian C. & S. Co 2-34"X78" 12 RM .. 56,150
Oahtt Sugar Co I-34"X78" 12 RM .. 35,320
Ewa Plantation Co 2-34"x78" 9 RM .. 33,919
W aialua Agricultural Co .. T-34"X7S" T2 RM .. 3°,376
Pioneer lITill Co 1-34":"12" 9 RM .. 27,146
Maui Agricultural Co 2-34"x66" 9 RiVI .. 22,627
Hawaiian Sugar Co 1-34"x7S" 12 RId .. 21.633
Honolttltt Plantation Co .. 1-34"x72" 9 RM .. 18,996 (refined)
Onomea Sttgar Co 1-32"x66" 9 Rl\L. 17,006
Olaa Sttgar CO 1-34"x78" 9 RM .. 15.795
RETL'IU-:ER n.\RS.
Formcrly the great question with three-ro1Ier mills was the
returner har. This was such a serious matter fifteen to twenty
years ago that the three-roller mill was practically abandoned in
favor of multiple sets of two-roller mills. However, when three-
I
Tons of Cane I E Dilu-Ground per Hour x,trac-I tlOn tionMILL Equipment I % %Per Sucrose Normal
Total I Lfneal I ill Cane Juice
Foot Roll
--------
Oahu Sugar Co.......... 1-34x78-12 RM 64.11 9.86 94.44 31.85
Waialua Agr. Co ........ 1-34x78-12 RM 52.48 8.07 94.33 34.86
H. C. & S. Co .......... 2-34x78-12 RM 103.55 7.97 94.76 13.48
Pioneer l\Iill Co ......... 1-34x72- 9 RM 45.04 7.51 94.25 44.66
Olaa Sugar Co .......... 1-34x78- 9 RM 38.11 5.86 I 93.88 23.54
Onomea Sugar Co ...... 1-32x66- 9 RM 31.47
I
5.72
I
94.35 30.97
Hawaiian Sugar Co...... 1-34x78-12 RM 36.30 5.59 95.32 16.07
Ewa Platltation Co ...... 2-34x78- 9 RM 64.93
I
4.99 94.61 41.98
Mani Agr. Co........... 2-34x66- 9 RM 54.32 4.94 I 94.08 19.15
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It will be noted that the highest average extraction was at the
Hawaiian Sugar Company's Mill, showing 95.3%, with a dilu-
tion of 16%. The quantity of cane ground per hour was, how-
ever, the lowest of the twelve-roller mills-5.59 tons of cane per
lineal foot of roll-and this accounts for the high extraction.
It wiII also be noted that the Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar
Company's l\Iill, with 7.97 tons of cane per lineal foot of roll per
110ur passing through the rolls, obtained an average extraction
of 94.767(', with 13-481:jo dilution, this dilution being exceptionally
low, considering the quantity of cane ground per hour.
Perhaps the discussion of these points may be infringing on
the report of the Committee on Manufacture, but at the same
time it is particularly interesting from an engineering standpoint,
as illustrating the capacity of milling plants, and the manner in
which extraction is affected by the amount of cane passing
through the mill per hour and the amount of dilution used.
Another feature, of course, to be considered in the discussion
of the milling question, is the thickness of the feed, or, in other
words, the speed at which the rolls travel, which brings up the
points of a high roll speed with a thin feed, or a low speed with
a heavv feed.
There is no data on this subject in the weekly reports of the
Hmvaiian Sugar Planters' Experiment Station.
It can be readily understood from the above fignres that the
adjustment and proper working conditions in these mills, to obtain
such results, call for continuous attention on the part of the per-
sonnel in charge.
INTERMEDIATE CARRIERS.
IIYDlL\ FLICS.
roller mills, of heavier construction, again came into favor, the
returners naturally became the issue ag-ain, but returner bars of
adequate strength eradicated this difficulty.
There are other features, however, that require attention on the
part of our engineers, the principal of these being as follows:
,I
.1
II
;i
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All of om mills are fitlecl with hHlraulics, and this is another
feature which causes more or less ;1c1ay, from time to time, clue
to the leather crimps blowing out.
The engineer at one of the Oahu mills has suggested that if
some construction of hydraulics conld be devised that would dou-
The intermediate carriers between the mills are a source of
continual annoyance and probably the cause of more delay than
any other part of the sugar milI machinery.
The Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company has been experi-
menting, for the past year, with a canvas belt; this has proven
so exceedingly satisfactory that both of their twelve-roller mills
will be equipped with these belts for the next grinding season.
In manv of the Cuban mills the intermediate conveyor con-
sists of a'chain arrangement, with rakes attached, which scrape
the feed along the bottom of a conveyor chute between the mills.
The writer has been informed that in some of the Peruvian
mills this conveyor is replaced by a closed iron chute, the bagasse
from the first mill forcing the feed through this chute to the
second mills. etc.
At the rd~Dryde Sugar Company's Mill the intermediate car-
rier consists of a long pitch chain (about six inches pitch), to
which is attached a galvanized, corrugated slat, which, I under-
stand, gives excellent results.
There is, however, opportunity for improvement in the appara-
tus between the mills over the present types of intermediate con-
veyor construction.
The main object aimed at ill the apron conveyor is to deliver
the feed to the mill as it comes from the preceding one, without
breaking or disturbing its bulk, or, in other words, the "blanket."
\Vhether or not there is anything in the "blanket" argument, is a
question. \Vith the introduction of the first maceration mills, the
delivery of the bagasse from the first to the second mills in the
shape of the so-called "blanket" was the chief object aimed at.
This arrangement of conveyor was, however, later discarded,
the bagasse being delivered by means of an inclinecl elevator into
a chute and feeder, which was apparently a great improvement
over the previous method of feeding the mills, so that the type
of conveyor used is more a matter of local custom than of any
special merit.
';1------------------------------- ----._ ..-
FIFTEEN -ROLLER :\11J_L.
ROLLER ADJUST;lIENT.
A most interesting innovation will be the installation, at the
Ewa Plantation Company's Mill, for nse during the ~'oll1ing grind-
ing season, of snitable conveying apparatns so as to operate the
present 1\\'0, nine-roller mills, as one, fifteen-roller mill. The
i!
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ble the area of the present rams, there would, in his opinion, be no
occasion for shut-downs on the score of hydraulics.
A system of mill hydraulics is to be installed with the Kana
Development Company's new mill, which is now under construc-
tion, in which-the jack at each side of the mill has its own accu-
mulator, so that each end of the roll can be loaded to suit working
conditions. In this instance the mill will have pinions at one end
only, so that, according to the usual understanding, it will be nec-
essary to increase the load on the jack at the pinion end to com-
pensate for the upright thrust due to the gearing, the idea being
to have the rollers equally loaded at both ends, as nearly as pos-
sible.
In some cases in our Hawaiian mills, with the single accumu-
lator, this thrust frol11 the gearing is compensated for by making
the jack at one end slightly larger in area, as is done at vVainaku
with alI of their mills.
Another feature that is subject to criticism is the method
adopted for adjusting the rolls, that is, the adjusting screws on
the mill caps.
The pressure on the rolls is so great that there is a tendency
on the part of the adjusting screws to strain or strip the threads,
rendering further adjustment impossible. In fact. there have been
occasions when the adjusting screw thread has been sheared off
the bolt.
The method of adjusting the rolls as used in our old mills was
quite effective, doing away, as well, with the features that subject
the present means of adjnstment to criticism. In the old mill
construction, shims were placed between the caps and the mill
checks, and the caps pulled np, iron to iron, with the side bolts.
In fact, in marine practice. which represents the highest type of
.engineering constrtlction, gibs, ke\'s, set-screws, etc.. have all been
abandoned, and the adjustment of all working bearings, pins, etc.,
is done by means of shimming the caps, or adjnsting parts, as
the case may be, these being bolted up solid so that there is no
opportnnity for slack motion, or of the parts jarring loose from
the rtlnning of the machinery.
This method of adjustment conld be readily adopted to anI'
present mills by dispensing with the set screws and providing' a
~nitable block to make np the distance between the brass and the
cap.
naILERS.
CENTRAL CONDENSATION.
"Figure one" shows the manner in which a set of boilers was
installed at the Union Mill, KohaIa, the object aimed at being
to dispense with the sheet-iron flues, uptake, etc., so that the
boiler setting proper would be entirely of brick or masonry, elimi-
nating the sheet-iron construction.
Sheet-iron flues give off a great amount of heat, making the
hailer room uncomfortable, unless these flues are brick lined, as
is sometimes done with flues of smaII dimensions.
It will be noted that the flue which delivers the gases into the
stack is back of the furnace,
The smoke stack in this instance is of the self-supporting type,
dispensing with the wire guys, and presenting a more substantial
and permanent appearance.
tU
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crushing plant at Ewa MiII wiII then consist of a crusher and five
three-roller mills, or a total of seventeen rolIs.
Undoubtedly the same improvement will be shown, with the
fifteen-rolIer mill over the twelve, as was shown with the twelve-
rolIer mill over the nine, that is, there should be a marked im-
provement in the extraction, with a reduction in the amount of
maceration required, and, in all likelihood, with this multiple mill
arrangement, less pressure will be required on the hydraulics, and
consequently they will require less attention-in fact, a reduc-
tion of pressure on the hydraulics should mean an easing up,
not alone in power required, but in the load on the bearings,
returner bar, etc., and there is no reason, if the anticipated results
are obtained, why the Ewa Plantation Company's milling plant
should not be arranged as an eighteen-roll crushing plant. '
The instalIation of central V'lct1tlm pumps in our mills is gain- .
ing in favor. "Figure two" shows the vaCUU111 and water supply
pumps now being installed at the Waiakea Mill Company's fac-
tory, which will dispense with five pumps of. the ordinary. tvpe,
with their numerous ruhber valves and flexlhly p:{ckec! pIstons
and rods, which demand the continuous attention of the engineer,
at all hours.
The installation <IS shown consists of a two-staQ'C' centrifugal
pump, this type being adopted to reduce the speed, and a dry
vaCUU111 pump in which the piston packing is with snap rings,
and the valve an ordinarv slide valve. no other valves, or soft
packing of any nature. lieing required, attention, conseCfu~nt1y,
being reduced to a minimum. in addition to which a hIgher
vacuum is obtained than is possihle with the ordinary wet or dry
vacuulll pumps, resulting in an economy of heat throughout the
factorv.
"Figure three" represents the central condcnsati'Jn "vstelll ;IS
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VACUUM PANS.
FILTER l'RESSES.
applied to one of the Formosa Mills. In this case· the water sup-
ply is by an electrically driven pump, the dry vacuum pump
being steam driven.
Central Condensation systems are also being installed at the
Hawi Mill & Plantation Company's mill and at the Hawaiian
Agricultural Company's Pahala mill, this year.
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During the past year the vVaialua Agricultural Company in-
stalled a battery of filter presses in its mill, the surface of the
plates being cross-grooved, at right angles, leaving the supports
for the cloth in the shape of rectangular pyramids about a quarter
of an inch square. .
The advantage claimed for this type of press is that about
twenty-five per cent. more of the filtering surface of the cloth is
available than with the ordinary parallel ribhed plates.
An interesting departure in vacuum pan construction is now
being maele at the Hawaiian Commercial & Suga Company's
Puunene mill. One of their coil pans is being fitted with what
is known as the express heating system.
This is illustrated in "figure four," and consists of two shallow,
conical heating bodies, with short tubes expanded :i1same, mak-
ing a steam drum or calandria, practically on the ~Clme principle
as some of our evaporators are constructed, the tubes, however,
being much shorter, in this case being eighteen inches in length
and three inches outside diameter.
The object of this type of pan construction is to make the whole
heating surface available from the start of the boilinR.
There are other constructions of pans in our mills embodying
the same principles, such as the Griner pans at Lahaina, Lihue.
Hanamaulu, etc., anel the Braunschweigische pans at the Oahu
Sugar Cimpany's mill. These pans are constructed, in each case,
with a coil svstem in which the heating surface is kept as low
down in the' pan as possible, and the steam supply to same is
'1 from one central valve. necessitating, of course, that at the com-
/. mencement of boiling the heating surfaces be submerged, by rea-
son of which the boiling is more rapidly clone the.n is possible
with the ordinarv coil system, which extends through the full
height of the pal;, so that in starting a strike only that portion
of the heating surface which is submerged is available, the total
heating surfa~e of the pan being" effective only when the strike is
about 'completed. Another point that is very much in favor of
the express system is the ease of cleaning same in comparison with
any type of coil pan.
The operation of this pan during the next season will be of
great interest.
R?
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REFINED SUG.\R.
The results obtained at Horiolulu Plantation c1t1fing the past
year with refined sugar have been most satisfactory.
The sugar produced has been of an exceptionally high grade
-in fact, wherever it has been marketed, shipments having been
made as far East as the Missouri river, it has set a new standard
of quality for the refineries and beet sugar factories.
Paper NO.2.
\iVaipahu, Oahu, October 7, 1908.
W. J. Dycr, Esq.,
Chairman COllUlllttec 011 iVIG.Jl1tfG-etllre-l11Gcllincr:.',
Honolulu.
Dear Sir :-In answer to your inquiry, the following figures,
covering work done at the Oahu Sugar Company's mill for the
J907-1908 season, just completed, may be of interest to the mem-
bers of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association in connection
with your report on machinery:
Tons of cane ground 238,840.00
Tons of sugar produced 35,319.00
As to the question of our biggest month's
work. wish to say that this was the month
of IVlay, 19°8, in which the tons of cane
ground were 34,904.00
Tons of sugar produced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.496.00
Our daily work during this time, per twenty-four hours of
actual grinding, was as follows:
Tons of cane gronnd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,556.88
Tons of sugar produced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.00
Extraction (% sucrose in cane) . .. . . . . . . . . . 94.63
Dilution (% normal juice)..... .. .. . . .... . ;)1.18
Speed of rolls, 24' Id' on the first mill to 29' 0" on the last.
Pressure on rolls, 360 tons on the first mill to 410 tons on the
last.
As to the centrifugal work, beg to say that our centrifugal
installation consists of sixteen water-driven centrifugals. with
haskets forty-two inches in cliameter and twenty inches in depth.
Eight of these machines handled all of the sugar shipped, and
eight of them handled the low grade.
Regarding our vacuum pan installation, this consists of one
fiftv-ton and one twenty-ton pan.
V{ish to further add that no excess fucl. other than hagasse,
was used during the whole season.
V cry truly yours,
(Signed) P. A. G. I\'IE.sSCIL\ERT,
Mill Supcrintendcnt, Oahu Sugar Co., Ltc!.
Aiea, Oahu, T. E., September I, 1908.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MANUFACTURE
OF SUGAR AND UTILIZATION OF BY-PRODUCTS.
Mr. J. N. S. Williams,
Chairman, COlllmittee all 111allllfactllre of Sligar alld
Utili:::atioll of By-Products,
Kahului, :Maui.
;'
f
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To the President and Members of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'
Association: -
Gentlemen :-Your C{)l11mittee appointed to consider and report
upon the progress of Manufacture of Sugar and Utilization of
By-Products for the year 1908, has given the subjects some con-
sideration, but owing to circumstances over which it had no con-
trol, a full committee report is not available.
The mill superintendent of the Honolulu Sugar Co.'s factory,
Mr. F. Treskow, has sent a valuable communication on the sub-
ject of the use of "Formalin" for disinfecting juices and appara-
tus in sugar factories handed to your committee by 1\'1r. Geo.
Ross and which appears as follows:
Dear Sir :-1 am in receipt of your favor of August 20, which
would have been answered earlier, hut for my absence from the
plantation for the past week.
As to the direction and scope of the report to be presented, I
presume it will be proper to eml~r.ace. all operations in the ma~1t1- ,
facture of raw snO'ar and the utIhzattOn of by-prodncts resultl11g
therefrom. I confess, however, I find it difficult to suggest any
inovation under either of these heads not alreacly touched upon
in former reports.
Nov., 1908.]
NOTE :-It wiil be noted, from the tabulated statement, that the amount
of cane gron,nd per lineal foot of roll was 9.86 tons per hour, and the ex-
traction 94.44% sucrose in' cillle, with a dilutiOli of 31.85% normal juice,
the work, as mcntioned in the lctter, being done without any exccss fuel,
other than thc bagasse from the cane ground.
It will bc further notcd that thc Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Com-
pany's extraction was approximately thc samc, with a dilution of 13-48%
normal juice only. At the samc time, the quantity of cane ground per
lincal foot of roll was only 81% of that ground at the Oahu Mill, pCI'
hour.
As a matter of furthcr comparison, thc Hawaii<!.n Sugar Company's
mill at Makawcli, .obtaincd an extraction of 95.3% sucrose in canc, with
,16. % dilution, but the Cjuantity of cane ground per hour was only 5.59 tons
per lincal foot of roll.
The above data, in cach instancc, rcfcrs to twelvc rollcr mills and it is
understood that thc cane milled, in each of the instances above referred
to, was of the "Lahaina" variety.
Mr. Cco. Ross,
Gcncral J1!!anagcr, Honolulll Plantation Coni'/,Ilny.
Dear Sir :-Herewith I suhmit to you a statement regarding 11l}'
Yours trt11~·,
GEO. Ross,
Memher, Committee on Manufacture of Sugar and Utiliza-
tion of By-Products.
The only thing that occurs to me at present as worthy of men-
tion is the use of formaldehyde as a disinfectant and anti-ferment,
in the treatment of cane juice in the process of manufacture. It
has been used at Puunene I understand for several years past.
and its value is fully known to you. Here at Aiea we have used
it during the 1908 campaign with marked beneficial results. It is
put upon the market generally in a 40 per cent. solution. VVe
applied it in the proportion of I to 50,000 of the thin juice in the
initial stage. The resulting benefits being absence of any sign of
fermentation throughout the sugar house in any of the subse~
quent stages of manufacture, and the better keeping: qualities of
the heavy· juices and syrups. .Furthermore there has been no
foaming of low massecuits in the crystallizers or yard tanks, some-
times observed formerly.
In the matter of utilization of by-proclucts, nothing of special
interest has developed within my knowledge not covered by pre-
vious reports on this subject. The question of distilling our waste
molasses. which came into prominence on the passage of the law
relating to denatured alcohol. does not now appJrently arouse
the interest it did on the passage of that law. The economic
reasons for the failure. so far. of any active developments along
this line, you are probably conversant with. as I understand you
made a special investigation of the subject.
At Ihkalau and Onomea plantations on Ha\\'aii the surplus
bagasse is baled in a cotton baling press and tlse(1 successfully
as fuel for donkey engine boilers. etc., at little or no expense.
You no doubt have had experience with burning waste molasses
in bagasse furnaces. It has been used here, sprayed on the
hagasse as it leaves the last mill. and also hy means of a regular
Immer projecting into the furnace similar to all oil burner.
There does not seem to he anv difference in efficien,:v either wav,
neither is there any differenc'e in either method as to sealing or
obstructing boiler tubes.
I understand there are paper manufactories in Cuha in con-
nection with sugar plantations. but whether bagasse, field trash,
or both, is used, I can not say.
I enclose statement by Mr. Treskow, sugar hOUSe superintend-
ent here, on the use of formaldelwde.
There is nothing else I can thini~ of worthy of mention at the
present time.
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experience with the use of Formaldehyde during the operation
of cane sugar house and refinery.
Formaldehyde, or Formalin as it is generally called commer-
cially, is known as one of the strongest disinfectants and is used
today in many beet sugar factories, refineries and cane sugar
houses to stop or prevent fermentation of sugar juices and syrups
in all stages of the process of manufacture. It is put on the mar-
ket as a 40 per cent. solution. I have used it for a number of
years past in beet sugar factories to prevent fermentation, adding
the Formalin to the thin juice continuouslv at the first stage of the
process only, in proportion of 1 to 50,000. When I took charge of
the raw sugar house and refinery at Aiea on January I, 1908, !
introduced the use of Formalin for the first time in this factory-
with the same effect as formerly in beet sugar houses, preventing-
any fermentation throughout the house. as was not always pos-
sible in former years without the use of Formalin, noticeable in
the end-products and low massecuites of the yard tanks.
During the season, the factory was not in operation over Sun~
day, and at the end of the season frequently stopped for two, and
sometimes three days, the liquors. thick juices and syrups being-
left standing in the sancl-filters, char-filters and tank..; without any
noticeable change in purity. There has been no foaming of masse-
cuites in the cn'stallizers nor in the low massecuitc yard tanks,
which was fornierly observed. -
Yours respectfully,
F. TREsKow.
Factory SUfJ~rintendent.
The chairman of your committee, for want of a nlDre interest-
lIlg subject, has venturecl on a Review of Factorv work for a
period of years back to 1888, as follows:
In all great undertakings participated in by many individuals
associated together for long periods of special effort towards a
particular encl or object, there comes a time when it is of interest
and value to pause in the onwarcl career to review the past, ancl,
in a manner, strike a balance which shall show the mistakes macle,
the experience gained, ancl the substantial advantages won.
The splendid results from the season of 1908 in yield of cane.
outturn of sugar and the successful transportation of the crop
mark an industrial achievement, the importance of which is not
difficult realize.
'0le can now appreciate the far-sighted statesmal.ship of those
public spirited men who gave time and energy to the establish-
ment of this Association on the solid fO\1I1c1ation upon which it
now rests, because, had no such association been fonned with its
annual meetings, committees for exchange of idea-, and results,
and its Experiment St"tion and able scientific staff, there is no
doubt whatever that insect scourges would have :lecimatec1 om
Total loss 17. 83%
fields, our milling plants would have been copied from those of
more progressive peoples, our lands would have been worn out,
and instead of the record crop of 500,000 tons of sugar, with
Jands, mills and transportation facilities in fit condition to produce
like crops for the future, we would have been hard put to it to
make ends meet; in a word instead of heing leaders in our indus-
try, we would have been followers of the lead of others.
All honor then to the founders of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'
Association.
During the years 1888-1892 there was much unrest amongst
owners and managers of sugar plantations, average yields of cane
were low, or at least were not high; average manufacturing results
were poor, or at least were not good. An average yield of sugar
from 30 to 40 tons per acre was considered high, and manu-
facturing losses of fro111 20 per cent. to 30 per' cent. of the sugar
in the cane were common. The following figures which were
published at that time, and not contradicted, will pr,we this state-
ment:
Hawaiian Com. & Sugar Co.'s crop 1889-189°:
Total yield of marketable sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8535 tons
Loss of pure sugar in bagasse " " . IS .69%
Loss of pure sugar in manufacture 10.90 %
·1
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Total ioss 26.59%
There were, however, a few diffusion plants wOl'jdng, one at
Kealia, owned by the Makee Sugar Co. ; one at Hamakua, owned
by the Haiku Sugar Co., and one or two others in course of con-
struction.
The Kealia plant had been working two seasons and produced
good results as follows:
Total yield of marketable sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6570 tons
Loss of pure sugar in bagasse. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4. 1%
Loss of pure sugar in manufacture. . . . . . . . .. 7.5 %
---------
Total loss 11.6%
The diffusion process. however, was not clastic enough to meet
'all conditions on Hawaiian sugar plantations, and a quantity of
extra fucl was required, so that while the results in sugar were all
that could be desired, the process did not meet with favor. Triple
crushin rr with maceration follo\\'ed, and in r891-92 the Honolulu
Iron \V~rks Co. huilt a new mill for the \Vailuku Sugar Co. con-
sistin rr of three sets of two-rollcr mills from which tIle following,.,
results were obtained:
Loss of pur~ sugar in bagasse. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.09%
Loss of pure sugar in rilanufacture 10. 74'!r,
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This was followed in 1894-1895 by a nine-roller mill purchased
by the Ewa Plantation Company to replace a diffusion plant in
operation at that mill.
This marked a distinct advance, as while extraction was fair
92%-93% being easily obtained, the capacity of the mill wa~
doubled, this being the main point desired at that time.
N umbers of nine-roller milling plants were put up all over the
islal~ds, and this seemed to be the limit of crushing machinery,
but 111 1902-03 Max Lorenz designed a fourth set of rollers which
was built by the Honolulu Iron Works Company and put up at
the Oahu Sugar Company's factory in continuation of its nine-
roller mill and proved that extraction up to 95 %-96% could be
obtained, as well as increasing the grinding capacity of the plant.
Up to date this is the last expression of the sugar house designer
as far as extraction, goes.
Improvements in manufacture have kept pace with those in
crushing. and the following comparisons of work done in recent
years will show the principal direction in which these improve-
ments' have been made; they are mainly due to better methods of
manipulation, and to a much more extended system of chemical
control in the sugar house, not forgetting that the use of "crystal-
lization in motion" has been adopted in all recent construction of
factories for sugar Inanufacture.
At the meeting of this Association held in 1903, it was resolved
to make factory comparisons on a large scale, and the report of
your Committee on Manufacture for the year 1904 brought out
some valuable information. Comparing that report with the re-
sults taken from the weekly reports to the Experiment Station
for 1908, we find the following:
Classification of factories-
Class A Class B. Class C.
1904 . . 12 14 12
1908 . 30 8
which shows that in four "ears' time no less than 18 factories have
improved their work to s'uch an extent as to be classed with the
best. There are, all told, 43 factories in this Territory, and of
these 30 employ complete systems of chemical control as against
12 in 1904.
In [904 there was one 12-roller crushing plant in operation; in
1908 there were six. .
Referring to filter press work in 1904, only one factory was
able to reduce the sugar in the press residues below 1 per cent. ;
in 1908 no less than nine factories were doing this. In 1904
nine factories reduced this waste to between 1 per cent. and 4 per
cent., in 1908, seventeen factories were accomplishing this result.
The remainder as far as is shown hy the records are still doing
poor work in this respect.
Similar figures are shown in extraction hy mills: in 1904 only
three factories, incInding one diffusion plant, ohtained an extrac-
'.
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tion of sugar from that in the cane of 94 per cent. or over; in 1908fifteen factories obtained these results .
.A)nd so it goes; it is believed that were accurate crop statements
from all the factories in the Report Exchange available to your
Committee on Manufacture, it would be found that the average
percentage of loss of pure sugar at the present day in sugar fac-
tories that can be included in the A and B classes does not exceed
14%-15%.
Comparing this with the losses known to exist twenty years
ago it will be seen what strides have been made in manufacturing
results. Calling the average loss of twenty years ago 25 per cent.,
and that of today 15 per cent. the net gain of sugar on a crop of
500,000 tons is 58,800 tons of a value at $80.00 per ton of
$4,704,000, a magnificent annual return on the capital invested
in the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, the credit for which
is due to the various managers of plantations and their mill staffs,
to the faithful and unremitting efforts of the gentlemen in charge
of the Experiment Station, and to the interest shown by the
Hawaiian Chemists' Association.
The past sugar season has been Inost remarkable for the unusual
strength and purity of the original cane juices, for the uninter-
rupted period of fine weather during the crushing season, thus
enabling a high average tonnage of cane to be ground, which, in
conjunction with the richness of the juice, brought about a very
high average output of bagged sugar; also for the high average
price the product obtained at market. There have been several
years when some of the above factors of success in sugar making
were realized during the crop, but there are no records on file
which show a season so generally favorable in every respect over
the whole of this Territory; the results from which have reached
the magnificent total of over 500,000 tons of sugar exported, hav-
ing a value of over forty millions of dollars.
\iVith such figures to point at, criticism of the methods employed
would be of little avail, so that a retrospective review of the factory
results obtained during the past season in comparison with those
of years gone by, would seem to be peculiarly appropriate at this
time.
In the Utilization of By-Products no advance over other years
can be remarked; nothing has been done as yet in the manufacture
of alcohol from waste molasses, and it is not prob<lble that any-
thing will he done for some time, since the working of the law
permittin rr the manufacture of denatured alcohol free of tax has
not prod~ced the results looked for during the fall of 1906.
vVhether this is due to the spread of the anti-liquor movement
throughout the United States, or to the failure of denatured alco-
hol to~ find the anticipated market is uncertain, the fact remains
that capital has 110t been attracted by the large econ01:1ic .waste
known to be going on in everyone of our su~ar fact:mes, III the
refuse molasses, sour and borer-eaten cane, 111111 washlllgs, etc., to
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say nothing of other sources of alcohol such as pineapple scraps,
and so forth.
It is reported that a method of exhausting molasses of its sugar
CO!ltents h~s been developed at the Maui Agricultural Company's
mill· at Pala, but Mr. P. J. Foster, its originator, is not yet pre-
pared to make public the details and results.
The scums from the filter presses are utilized by being spread
upon the land for fertilizer, the bagasse or refuse cane after crush-
ing is used for fuel, and the mill ashes are disposed of for road
material, or top dressing on the fields in accordance with incli-
vidual ideas, all in much the same manner and with much the
same results as formerly, so that your Committee thinks that the
statement that no advance has been made in the utilization of
by-products, while regrettable, is strictly true.
In closing this report your Committee feels that special note
should be taken by this Association of the excellent results due to
the exchange of weekly Mill Reports, which are shown by the
large number of sugar factories now included in Class A, as comr-
pared with those in 1904; and your Committee is strongly of the
opinion that this exchange of reports should be continued, and
still further elaborated if that be practicable.
It is doubtless gratifying to the individual to be ahead of every
one else, but results of moment are obtained when the community
is leading all other communities in its own particular line, and
this can only be done by exchange of ideas, and accurate reports
of results, thus spurring the individuals to increased efforts, and
by reason thereof raising the general average of excellence.
Respectfully submitted,
J. N. S. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
To the President alld Melllbers of the Ha7miiall Sugar Planters'
Association:
Gentlemen :-1 was requested by the Secretary of this Asso-
ciation to act as Chairman, with Tvlr. B. D. Baldwin, 1\11r. J. T.
Moir, and IVIr. J. N. S. Williams as members, of the Committee
on \iVarehouses For and Storage of Raw Sugar, in place of Mr.
C. B. \iVells. who contemplated leaving the country anel had
planned his departure to escape this meeting of the Association.
I quite disapproved of the course taken by both Mr. 'Wells and
the Secretary but neither of them seemed amenable to reason.
Mr. J. N. S. \Villiams' contribution towarcls this report is so
complete in itself, it wiII be presented in fulI as a part of this
report.
In order to ascertain conditions existing elsewhere I addressed
letters to a number of managers of plantations representative of
the varied conditions throughout the islands, and from their re-
plies find that as a rule on the lee side of the islands where dry
weather prevails, but little attention is required in warehouse con-
struction or method of storing, to insure sugar keeping in good
condition. But in localities where more moist conditions of
climate exist; where the prevailing wind is usualIv rather high
and comes from over the sea, or where wet or showery weather
is the rule rather than the exception; careful attention must be
given to the proper construction of warehouses for ~he prevention
of sweating of sugar during storage.
I a'Iso learned that almost without exception sweating of sugar
is attributed entirely to atmospheric moisture, for, as is claimed,
sweating occurs during foggy or wet weather, or when the humid-
ity is high and particularly if accompanied with high winds, and
practicalIy never when the weather is dry.
I t seems also that sugar stored in warehouses near the sea coast
does not keep as well as the same sugars when stored at the
mills located farther from the coast.
There seems to be quite a divergence among plantations in the
matter of warehouses. Some have concrete floors, others have
two thicknesses of lumber for floors. the upper layer often of
T. & G., others. again, depend on one thickness of T. & G., while
many seem satisfied with one layer of rough lumber with open
seams.
There are many warehouses with an outer cover;ng of corru-
gated iron, but i110re frequently the sides are 1::>:12 hattened.
Some have lined the walls with T. & G. or 1XI2 battened, but
there are several who depend on one thickness of 1X12 battened.
for side walls. All of the managers. excepting some of those on
the lee side of the Islands. fron~ whom I received replies. admit
that thev have at times suffered considerable loss and annoyance
by the s~ycating of sugnrs. Some attribute their present immt1t~ity
to certain alterations made to their warchouses, such as closlllg
up all openings including those originally left for venti.!ation,
masoning up around tinder sills of warehouses to prevent. cIrcula-
tion of air under the floor, lining inside of warehouse WIth 1x12
battened or T. & G., etc.
Mr. Fairchild of Kealia seems to have escaped the evils of
sweating' sugar for somc time. but in his case, he helieves the
improv~d co~ditions are due to changes in Boiling House methods.
I-Ie mentions "that like many other plantation matters. what meets
his conditions may not be applicable t1l1der other conditions." nut,
as it is quite possible the methods adopted at Kealia may suit
some conditions elsewhere. I have made that portion of his letter
a part of this report, which reads as follows:
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"VVe have had our troubles over sweating' sugars and' believe
they occurred chiefly in sugar made from over-limed juice, sacked
anel pileel while still hot.
"Now every strike of ·No. I goes from the pan to crystallizer
where low grade sugars are added and all allowed to cool in
motion fro111 two to four hours before drying. .
"The resultant sugar is conveyed to a large box and later sacked
and not piled until cooled down to atmospheric temperature.
"\Ve have employed this practice now for some years shipping
but one grade of sugar ans our polarizations are invariably higher
at port of destination than here, and we have kept trial lots for
months withont deterioration. We believe in working the fac-
tory as nearly neutral as possible, paying strict attention to good
clarification and liming, cooling clown all strikes of st:gar in which
the low grades are well mixed at time of cooling. The addition
of an extra film of lower grade molasses on the crystal seems to
provid;: an antiseptic covering which protects it from infection,
especially when it is cooled down properly before drying.'
"\\1e also use Formalin in the crystallizer if the need for same
is apparent. This plan has relieveci us of all troubles with sweat-
ing sugars, and falling polarizations. vVe aim to make all sugars
polarize 96.7 and can do so by adding more or les~ lower grade
sugars to the strike in the crystallizers." :,: ::: :::
f\S modern warehouses are- provided with solid concrete floors,
T rather expected to find the majority of mills using them, hut
thev seem invariahlY to have retained the wooden floor.
North Kohala is 'considered even during fair weather to be onc
of the damp'districts of the islands, and is particularly so during
showery weather. A district where loose sugar left exposed soon
stands ahout as thin molasses and all 'floors where there has been
any handling of sugar heeome damp and sticky. \Vhcre leather
goods grow mouldy in a night, and where even the dentists who
periodically visit the district must often use steel flIes on their
patients, their ordinary dental paper files being too limp for usc.
In this district the Hawi l\lill & Plantation Co. strtlgflee! for many
years with sweated sugars on wood floors with air circulation
heneath, hut happily, since suhstituting them for solie! concrete,
absolutely no sweated sugars arc found next to the floor. It was
therefor some\\'hat of a surprise to find so ma11\' mills still hold
to their wooden floors, and still more of a surprise to have from
a plantation manager en r,auai a statement that thelr sugar keeps
well on wooden Hoor, hut is disposed to sweat when stored on con-
crete, which recalls to illY mind an instance \yhere concrete floors
nearly "got a hlack cYe," Concrete floors, h~' the way, reCJuire
several J1lonths after construction in \\'hich to thorol1g'hly dry out.
In this instance sugar \\'as stored on the concrete when the floor
was ahout :~ month old, and when sugar was rellloved it was found
necessary to return to the mill all hags of the hottom layer, a11(1 a
!'.ood many of the second. Concrete floors wcre, of course, pro-
;10unced a'dismal faill1l'e for the storage of sugar, and a layer of
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planks put down over it on which to lay the sugar. This did very
well until some stupid workman placed a quil11tity of sugar on
the bare concrete, which on being removed sometime afterwards
was found to be, if anything, in better shape than that on the
wood. The planks were removed and put to other use, since then
only concrete floors for storing of sugar are considered.
It is the opinion of your committee that wood floors, however
carefully or elaborately they may be laid down, cannot be made
as satisfactory as concrete floors for the storage of sugar. More
or less fine sugar is bound to be left (e~n if floor is swept with a
hro0111) which becomes moist during damp weather and is ab-
sorbed by the wood, to be taken up by the dryer sugar when pla-:ed
upon it. While concrete can be swept clean and when necessary
washed and in a very short time is again in perfect condition for
sugar.
After careful investigation your Committee recommend that in
the construction of warehouses for the storage of Raw Sugars
solid cOl/crete floors should be employed, and while a frame of
structural steel might make the most perfect building, it wiII not
enter into the scope of this report. Wood frame will fiII all
reasonable requirements, and the material used if of liberal sizes
will allow of wide spacing. The outer edge of concrete floor
should be raised a few inches on which to rest sills of building
so that when washing floor, moisture will not be communicated
to the wood work. Sides and roof should be of corrugated iron,
and in order to close corrugated spaces which would otherwise be
left open, the upper ends of top sheets on roof sides should butt
against a strip of wood the full thickness of a corrugated sheet.
and corrugations in lower edge of side walls next to sills, filled
with concrete or other suitable material to exclude wind and
water, and under eaves the same process followed. In cases where
sides of roof face a strong prevailing wind, sheet lead over the
peak hammered down into corrugations before putting on ridging
wiI1 be effective. All horizontal or end laps of corrugated iron
should have strips of tarred cloth. felt or other suitable material
put between the sheets before being nailed down, <,ncl all other,
or side laps covered inside and out with strips of strong cloth or
canvas. Such strips of canvas to cover laps on corrugated iron
are in vogue at Puunene and have proved extremely efficacious.
Particular attention should he given to doors and other open-
ings to have them tight when closed. and when possible avoid
having them on windward side. but placed in such position that
when opened (during wet weather. at least' a current of air wiI1
not be created through the building. Last year I visited Hawaii's
latest sugar miI1 with its large sugar room warehouse annex. Its
railwav track runs through this huilding in the same general
direction as the wind. and the doors always open accounted to a
great extent, I believe, for the excessive quantity of sweated sugar
present.
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The proper height of wall for a warehouse is often a matter
of opinion and is largely determined hy the particular conditions
or reCjuirements of each. The g-eneral rule seems to be from ten
to ~ourteen feet. II? ~amakua Mill Landing Warehouse the sugar
arnves from the mtll 111 cars on a track placed above the tie beams
12 feet from the floor, and when shipped is delivered into cars
running through the center of the house, with track sufficiently
depressed to bring floor of cars on a level with warehouse floor.
The advantages of this plan are too apparent to need fprther
comment.
A solid concrete floor is also a great protection against fire
(particularly if sides and roof are of corrugated iron)-and will
easily pay for itself in the lessening of risks. To illustrate: The
Hawi Mill & Plantation Co. originally had a large warehouse
which though covered with corrugated iron had wood floors raised
from one to three feet from the ground. One early morning just
after several hundred tons of freight had been loaded into it from
a San Francisco vessel, the warehouse, or at least the contents
mysteriously caught fire. Successful endeavors were made for a
few moments to save50me of the g-oods, but as soon as a portion
of the floor fell through, the heat as usual stimulated a draught
which carried the flames along under the floor from one end to
the other, and it was not many minutes before the whole floor
was on fire. The frame of the building was of wood but the sides
and roof fell only after the floor and contents of building- had been
burning for some time. The only property saved, aside from that
of the first few minutes, was a Cjuantity of kerosene oil stored in
a room adjoining, in fact a part of the warehouse, but fortunately
with a solid concrete floor. This room was on the lee side of the
n1:ain \varehouse and was only discovered to be intact some time
after ail hopes had been giveri up of saving anything of the main
warehouse. Being on the lee side, the men owing to the heat were
only able to work at short intervals, otherwise the whole instead
of 'onh' half of the oil would have been saved, This oil room
stood 'for some time after the warehouse had collapsed, and it
seemed reasonahle to assume that had the whole floor been con-
crete much of the valuable cargo might have been "aved, and as
likely as not the building itself.
As regards the Storage of Sligar: Most of the sweating sugar,
1>\· all acconnts if the floor is of concrete, is g-enerally on the out-
side of the pile: it would therefore seem, so far as is practical,
!>urrar should he stacked in one continuous pile rather than in
sn;;lIer lots. thus reducing the area likely to he affected. And if
sides of huildings arc of corrugated iron and made absolutely
tight as suggested, sugar could he piled with reasonahle safety
close to, or at least within a few inches of the wall. If, however,
of T. & G. a \\,ider space should be allowed, If of rough lumher
hattened. a space should be left wide enough for a passage along
wall, and sugar c~)yered with tarpaulins particularly on windward
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side. The object sought in every instance should be to prevent as
far as possible any damp air coming into contact with the sugar.
In the district of North Koha1a, noted as was previously stated
for its clamp climate, sugar is often kept between seasons for sev-
eral months with little preceptable injury if properly covered
with tarpaulins, while any left uncovered and suhject to a free
circulation of air, will after a few weeks occupy considerable space
along the floor, on the wrong side of the bags in the shape of
molasses.
ryo!. XXVII
Kahului, T. H., Sept. 28th, 190 8.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN HIND,
Chairman.
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JolllI Hilld, Esq.,
ClIairll/all of Committee 011 TFarellollscs
For alld Storage. of Ra,u Sligar.
Dear Sir :-The past shipping season has been, 111 respect of
climatic conditions, almost the direct opposite of the shipping
season of 1907. The season for 1907 was, at Kahului, remarkable
for the hUlllidity of the atmosphere and hig'h trade winds. and
the very large amount of sugar kept on hand in the ,·torage ,,-are-
houses at all times during the season, due to difficulties in the
shipping arrangements at the commencement of the ~;eason, which
caused a great accumulation of sugars in Februar,\' and =Vfarch.
The shipping arrangements thereafter somewhat improving, \\'ere
just sufficient to keep the mills clear of their product. consequently,
a very great proportion of sugars that were stored during Feb-
ruary, lVlarch and April were carried over until September and
October and not shipped until the last of the season. The weather
all through the shipping season was humid with hi~h northerly
winds, and the loss through sweating in the warehouses, not only
at Kahului, but also at the mills, was very great, amounting to
thousands of bags out of each \\'arehouse.
This attracted 111\' attention to such an extent, that I made in-
quiries in different 'parts of the islands and found that, while onr
experience at Kahului was similar to that of all shipping ports on
the weather side of the islands, shippers who had their warehouses
on the Icc-side of the islands suffered little from sweating.
It therefore seemed to me that sweating of sugars in store was
not due to any inherent defect in the sugar itself, hut must have
heen due to conditions, climatic or otherwise, over which storers
of sugar have uo control.
The conditions of the shipping season of H)08 were, at Kahului.
similar to those of 1907, in respect of having at ~dl times very
large amount" of sugar on hand in the warehouses at the port
~~-----I\!----;;;11_--==-- -'--
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and at the mills, but the weather conditions 'were verI' different.
The trade winds, which have prevailed continuaIIy throughout the
season. have come more fr0111 the East than thev (lid last vear
and the atmosphere has not been anything like as I;umid, witl; the
result that, while sugars have been kept in store in 'vvarehouses at
Kahului for a length of time equal to that of last vear, the loss
by sweating has been so insignificant as to be not worth mention-
ing, _due principaIIy: I believe. to .tl?e dryness o.f the atmosphere.
+--- ia¥1~:1et:eF1Iffi~~w~BHc&\1fffi£b'----facli8----1.vt1Ofl--re£'aftt----l' -------1
constrl1ction of warehouses:
I Solid concrete fl ors when hor
for storing sugar on than wooden floors.
(2) \Vooden floors should be double, with sheathing felt or
paper between the thicknesses of the floor.
(3) The sides and roofs of the warehouses should he as tight
and \\eather proof as possible, especially on the windward side.
(4) Sug-ars should be piled so that there is a space of 18 inches
to two feet between the tiers and the sides of the warehouse.
(5) The floors. if of wood, should be sprinkled with slacked
lime weII broomed in to nel1tralize any acidity that might be in
ti-,(~(' floors tending to start sweat in the bags.
The above mentioned precautions taken in building" warehol1ses
and storing the sugars wiII help matters along considerably, but
they wiII not obviate damage to sugar in store when the weather
is hl1mid.
It may not be Ol1t of place to caIl attention at thi~ point to the
fact that the removal of hatches from sugar ships when at sea in
order to ventilate the holds is not condl1cive to the delivery of
clean cargoes on the Atantic Coast. The Charter Parties uilder
which ships arc loaded with sugar in nearly all instances. distinctly
~:pecify that the hatches shaII be opened during fine weather so as
to ventilate the holds. This has been responsible in one instance,
that of the "Erskine 1\'1. Phelps," which vessel took a load of sugar
hom Kahl1lui for New York carll' in the season of H)08, for the
delivery of the cargo in very poor condition, over 20% of the
whole cargo sl1ffering from fresh water damage, in other words,
"Sweat." . It is to be hoped that this clause in Sl1gar Charter
Parties wiIl be cancelled. as, unless a captain gets illStrl1ctions to
the contrarY from his charterers. he is compelled to open his
hatches. or' take the conseql1ences should damage of any kind
shO\\' itself on his cargo l1pon delivery.
Trusting that yOl1 \riII find this of use, I beg to remain,
Very trl1ly yours.
J. N. S. \VILLIA:\rs,
1\1emher of COlllmittee.
TIES FOR ISLAND USE.
UTILIZING WASTE.
EXPORT OF OI-IIA TIES AITI LUMBER.
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REPORT ON FORESTRY.
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The most notable event has been the jJeginning of operations
by the Hawaiian Mahogany Lumber Company, Limited, in the
production and export of Ohia ties, in filling the order for
2,500,000 ties contracted to be delivered to the Santa Fe Railroad.
A large saw mill has been erected at Pahoa, in the District of
Puna and Island of Hawaii, and operations were begun there late
in September last. The first shipment of approximately 20,000
ties is now being loaded on to the Emily F. 'Whitney at Hilo.
To jlIr. F. A; Schaefer,
Presidellt H awaiia,n Sllgm- Planters' Association.
Sir:-There has been no radical change or development in For-
estry conditions in the Hawaiian Islands during the past year.
.
I
There is a very large waste in making ties which the lumber
company is endeavoring to utilize in by-products. Hardwood
boards and battens to a considerable amount have been incidentally
produced and a shipment of 15,000 feet were sent to San Fran-
cisco on the last Enterprise. It is believed that a market for a
considerable amount of by-product lumber of this nature can be
found, both here and at the Coast.
The chief drawback to this lumber is jots tendency to warp;
but it is believed that by piling and curing the same under proper
conditions this difficulty can be obviated.
The Ohia lumber is so hard and tough that it is believed that
it can be used to good advantage as flooring and siding for cane
cars which, when made of Douglas fir, wear out rapidly. The
company wiII soon have stock enough on hand to furnish this lum-
ber to those desiring to try it.
The company is also taking steps to produce telephone pins and
brackets from other portions of the waste lumber, there being a .
large demand for this en the mainland.
Incidental to the manufacture of tics for the Santa Fe contract.
the companv is also producing- from the smaller timber ties for
local use at'prices which compete with redwood tics. while !)eing
much better amI n10re lasting in quality than the redwood tICS.
CULTIVATED VS. UNCULTIVATED FORESTS.
ImpORT OF L. VON TE:\Il'SKY ON CULTIVATED VERSUS UNCULTIVATED
LAND FOR TREE PLANTING.
"It was surrrrested to me that I try an experimcnt in tree plant-
ing on the aG~e lillcs, to find out the difference in the cost and
results of the two mcthods.
"In Septcmber. 1907. I measured off a rcctangular picce of land
rontainin o ' cxactl\' four acres. One acre I furro\\'c(] ont, and,.., .
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Ties have been furnished by the company to the Hilo Railroad,
the West Hawaii Railroad, the Koolau Railroad, the Oahu Rail-
roa~ at~d to the Ewa, Waialua, Makee Sugar Company, Maka-
web, LIhue and Koloa sugar plantations.
Ties are also being furnished to Lewers & Cook:.~, who intend
10 keep them in stock.
The fact that ties can be manufactured and exported from here
to the Coast, and manufactured and sold locally to successfully
compete with the heretofore cheap lumber of the Pacific Coa'st
again brings to the fr.ont the subject which has been s'o frequently
urged upon the sugar plantations that one of the g-reatest econo-
mies whic12,. they can. practise is to plant trees for railroad ties,
• fence posts and firewood.
There are but few plantations left so located that natural forest
supply can be relied upon for these purposes. Even where natural
forest is still available therefor, the supply is so limited that a
very few years will end the supply.
More and more of the sugar plantation managers are recogniz-
ing this fact and the last year has seen a constantly increasing-
number who are taking advantage of the offer of the Forestry
Department of the local government to furnish fcresting plans
and recommendations and serid an expert on to the ground to lay
out and advise concerning the location and character of nurseries,
kinds of trees to be planted and location of planting grounds.
In this connection the writer was, many years ago. greatly im-
pressed with the results obtained on the Lihue Plantation by plow-
ing up land and cultivating a planted forest area as compared with
the simple holeing and planting of trees and leaving them to their
fate.
The rapidity of growth and the thrift of the cultivated trees as
compared to the others was most striking.
A couple of years ago the writer suggested to. Mr. Louis von
Tempsky. manager of the Haleakala Ranch, to try the experiment
there. :lVIr. von Tempsky. who is an enthusiastic tree planter, f.ol-
lowed the suggestion, and has achieved remarkable results whIch
are best set' forth in his own language. The following is his
report of the results.
One Acre Lot.
Furrowing $ 2.60
Holeing . . 3.60
Planting. . 2.60
'Weeding to date (twice). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.60
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Three Acre Lot.
PlowinR $ 16.09
HarrowinR . . 3. 15
Kipikua work and twice weeding. . . . . . . . .. I02.70
Holeing . . 17.44
Planting. . 7.52
Or $48.97 per acre.
"kipikuaed" holes six feet each way. The other ~hree acres I
plowed and harrowed twice, and as the manienie sad was very
heavy I had to hand work the whole piece, going over it with
"kipikuas" and packinR out what wouldn't burn; as the weather
was quite wet I could not get a fire on the grass prior to plowing;
this of course made the preparation of the three acres very expen-
sive. I selected this spot especially as I thought it would be a good
place to· determine the maximum cost of preparinR l:Oind for plant-
ing trees in this style.
"The seedling trees I selected were, Eucalyptus Amygdalina,
E. Botryoides, E. Corymbosa, E. Corynocalyx, E. Leucoxylon,
E. Paniculata, and E. Rudis, which were recommended to me by
the Australian Forestry Service as being considered by them to
be among the best of their trees for railroad ties and fence posts.
"The cost of the two pieces is as follows:
"The holeing of the three-acre piece cost more than it should
have done, as owing to running out of seedling trees, planting of
about half this ·lot had to be postponed, and the holes dug over
again.
"To offset to a certain extent the cost of the three-acre lot. I
thought it would be as well to try some quick growing crop that
woulel not take up too much room, and would to as small an extent
as possible retard the growth of the trees. I selected Cali fornia
potatoes, ·and treated the seed to a bath of sulphate of copper, to
see if that would prevent the rot that is so prevalent in Kula.
"Last Jul)' notwithstanding the rot that did attack them, and
the exceptionally dr~' weather that we have had all this year, I
took off a crop of potatoes that netted me $69.19. This amount
deducted from the cost. $146.90, left $77.71 or sa:' $25.90 per
acre for the three acre piece, as against $18.40 for the uncultivated
acre.
---
Results.
"One year from planting the trees the following measurements
were made:
~ "The tallest tree in the ullCl/lti'uated lot was 5 fe<:.t 3 inches, a
Eucalyptus Botryoides, and the average height of the whole of
that piece was 3 feet.
"In the clIlti,}ated lot the tallest tree measured 16 feet, Euc.
Rudis, the other tall ones being: Euc. Botryoides, T5 feet; Euc.
Corynocalyx, T2 feet; Euc. Leucoxylon, 12 feet; Eu::. Paniculata,
12 feet; Euc. Corymbosa, 6 feet.
"The best average height, and the evenest grown lot of trees
was the Euc. Botryoides; the poorest being the E. Corymbosa.
The average height of the whole three.:.acre lot was over IO feet.
One stray (Blue Gum) Euc. Globulus, that was accidentally
planted in the cultivated lot measured 12 feet in height. This tree
hac! exactly the same treatment the others had, which goes to
show pretty well, that both Rudis and Hotryoides, are faster
growers than the Globulus; both these species are ranked very
highly in Australia for railroad ties, and fence posts. This is
well to be known, especially as the Globulus, or Blue GUill, is the
Eucalyptus most commonly grown at the islands, and, except for
firewood. is the poorest for any purpose.
"Considering the unusually dry weather we have had for the
last twelve months, I consider the growth of the trees in the
cultivated lot remarkable. '
"'Under normal conditions, that is, where there is not a heavy
growth of manienie to contend with, the cultivation of the tree"s
should cost very much iess than the amount ahove shown.
"The differe;lce in favor of the cultivated as against the uncul-
tivated trees is so great in favor of the former, that I shall favor
the cultivation of all trecs hereafter planted on the ranch, wherever
the location is such as to make it possihle.
".:-\~s showing what the possibilities are of fence post production,
I would call attention to figures heretofore reported, viz: That
last year I cut 244 good fence posts, five to twelve inches in dia-
meter, from 38 second growth Eucalyptus Rostrata trees, twelve
years old. Some of these posts have been put in the grouncl plain
and the halance subjected to Creosote treatment hy! the Kahului
Railroad Company. All of these posts will have the date stamped
on them, and the place of use recorded in the ranch forestry hook;
so that their respective life in the ground can he ascertained
accurately."
The foregoing results, r suhmit" are such as to more than war-
rant all plantations, especially those which use rail reads and have
large amounts of fencing to do, experimenting with cultivated
forestry.
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ARTIFICIAL REFORESTING.
Irrespective of the arrest of the decay of the forests, re-foresting
should be actively taken up at an early date, on a large scale, both
by the government and by private interests, or the flow of water
on a number of the watersheds is liable to be seriously diminished.
The watershed most urgently in need of rescue a:..id reforesting
is that of the Kohala mountain, on Hawaii. A large portion of
this, under private o\vnership, is still being overntn by cattle.
resulting in the continued recession of the woods. A considerable
area of private lands should be secured by exchange or purchase
and replanted at the earliest possible date, or diminution of the
water flow will certainly follow.
Next to Kohala the \~'atershed area which, in my opinion, most
seriously needs attention is that of -the Ewa basin and the district
of Waialua, on the island of Oahu.
The amount of water flowing or being pumped from the suppl~r
furnished bv this small watershed is something enormous, amount-
ing to sevel:,L! liundreds of millions .of gallons per day. 1?roughts
affect the quantity of -the artesian supply, aJ1(~ no possIble step
f.hould be left untaken to protect, conserve and 1I1crease the prod-
uct of this watershed.
This subject, like the poor, is always with us. 'What has been
said and repeatedly re-said on this subject is today more vital to
the agricultural interests of Hawaii than ever, and in no case more
so than to the irrigated sugar plantations.
On every island forestry reserves have been set apart on paper,
but scarce anywhere has there been anything but the most limited
attempt at re-foresting.
Under normal conditions, protection from live stock would be
sufficient, as the forests would reseed themselves.
For several reasons this does not take place in most locations in
Hawaii. The multitudinous insects which devour the forests and
a root fungus which is killing the natural woods by thousands of
acres in a number of localities and the heavy growth of the Hila
grass and other coarse grasses which so cover the ground that
seeds cannot germinate, are rapidly destroying forests in regions.
where water conservation is most needed.
\iVhether or riot the entomologists can introduce parasites which
will neutralize the deadly effect on forests of insects and fungus
growths is now being made a subject of study by the Planters'
Experiment Station. It will probably be far more difficult to
obtain results than it has been to meet the ravages of insects
directly at'tacking the cane: but the incidental effect upon the
sugar plantations is so great that no effort should be spared to
obtain results in this direction.
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THE GOVERNMENT FORESTRY.
Respectfully suhmitted,
L. A. TnuRsToN,
For Committee on Forestry.
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So far, the appropriations for government forestry have been
insufiicient to do anything 1110re -than create forest reserves and a
skeleton of administration of the same. N a appropriation has
been provided for forest rangers, forest fencing' or replanting, or
for fighting fires. A skeleton is as essential to an advanced forest
policy as it is to a man; but in ·the one case as in the other, it is
of no practical value, except for show purposes, without the con-
junction with flesh and blooel. The flesh and blooe! necessary to
make our forest administration a living organization, are appro-
priations to go ahead and do something with -the efficient frame
work already created.
I think it would be eminently sounel for this Assoriation to for-
mally pass resolutions, recommending the coming''Legislature to
make appropriations for these subjects, and for the memhers hereof
to individually interview their several Senators anel Representa-
tives, urging their support to such annropriations. .
I submit herewith for consideration of this Association a form
of resolution suggested: .
"Resolved, That in the opinion of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'
Association the work of forest protection and extension is of the
highest importance to the agricultural interests of this Territory;
"That in the opinion of this Association the time has arrived
when liberal appropriations should he made for such protection
and extension, and we hereby petition the Legislature to tnake
iiberal specific appropriations for forest fencing: for rangers to
inspect and protect the forests fro111 fire, depredation anel trespas?
and for replanting with trees areas which have heen heretofore
denuded of forest."
A paper line of forestry reservation has beei1 located and par-
tially fenced, but systematic tree planting to further conserve the
water flow and prevent its running off in storms, should be
systematically taken hold of by the plantations, which depend
upon this supply for their irrigation. The government owns but
little land in the district and cannot be expected to do much. So far
the only tree planting' has been elone by the company which is
the least interesteel in the direct conservation of water flow, viz:
the Oahu Railway & Lanel Company. It has, at a limited expense,
made such a fine showing upon the top of the vVaianae mountains
that its example is worthy of emulation on a larger scale by the
sugar plantations interested.
By RALPH S. HOSMER, Supcrilltclldcut of Forcstry.
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PAPER READ AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
.f-li\JWAlIAN SUGAI<. PLANTERS' ASSUCIA-
TION NOVEMBER II, 190 8.
Once again it is my privilege to address the members of this
Association on the sUbject of l~'orestry in Hawaii. The topic is
by no means a new one on the program of your annual meetings
and to some it may perhaps seem that everything necessary to a
correct understanding of the subject has already been said. lJut
there are good reasons why forestry should continue year after
year to hold a place in your deliberations. Forestry is very
decidedly a live issue in the Territory of Hawaii. It is a part of
the general land question, than which there is 110 more important
local problem. In Hawaii the relation between forestry and irri-
gation is peculiarly intimate. The continued success of the main
mdustry of the Territory rests on the wise use of water. Over
half of the fifty odd sugar plantations are dependent on irrigation.
The majority of the non-irrigated plantations also use large quan-
tities of water for Huming cane or for the development of power.
Because of the charactenstic features of Hawaiian climate and
topography-the heavy precipitation in the windward districts
and the steep, short watersheds-it is essential that a forest cover
be maintainetl permanently on the catchment basins of the impor-
tant streams~l The conservation of the native forest has conse-
quently a very direct bearing on the continued cOillmercial pros-
perity of the islands.
But. the benefits of forestry do not cease with forest protection.
The question of meeting- the demand for wood and timber of the
various classes required for local use, not to speak of the need for
>iuel in certain districts, becomes each year more and more press-
ing. It is the province of forestry to meet this demand through
the introduction and establishment of trees that will in time sup~
ply the required products, be the need for posts, railroad ties, con-
struction timber, or fuel. Then too, on the side d windbreak,
shelter-belt and incidentally of road-side and ornamental tree
planting, forestry touches the life of this community at many
points.
Taken altogether the problem at using the forests wisely and of
making them do their full part constitutes one of the vital issues in
the Territory of Hawaii. And because forestry is a vi1::Jl, a living
issue it necessarily follows that not only do new problems con-
stantly arise, but also that the old problems frequently take on
new phases or develop relations not before appreciated.
As a body the members of this Association are brought into
more direct relations with forest problems than is any other class
of citizens in Hawaii. It is therefore pertinent that at your Illeet-
ings the underlying principles of forestry should be stated often
enough to be kept clearly in mind, and that the aimf', objects and
present condition of current work should be made known through
frequent reports of progress. It is for these reasons that forestry
holds its place on your program and comes up yearly as a subject
for discussion and report.
During the year of 1908 the many-sided importance of forests
has come to be recognized as never before in the !listory of the
Nation. Last :iVIay the President called together ~,t the 'White
House the governors of all the States of the Union to meet with
him to discuss the conservation of the natural resources of the
Nation. This meeting was an event of far reaching importance
for it marks the starting point of many movements that have to
do with the wiser use, not only of the forests, but also of the other
great natural sources of wealth-lands, minerals and waters. At
the Governors' Conference, Hawaii was represented by the Gov-
ernor of the Territory and by three "advisors," one of whom was
the secretary of your Association.
Following the Conference of the Governors. and as a direct
result of that meeting, the governors of many of the States have
appointed local conservation commissions to undertake an inven-
tory of local .resources and to assist in outlining a plan wherehy
the material resources of the Nation as a whole can be used
wisely, without waste or unnecessary loss. Governor Frear has
appointed such a com111ission for this Territory and data are now
being collected as the basis for a report that will contain specific
recommendations. Many of the prohlems of conservation are
essentially local in character and can only be solverl hI' plans
resulting'from the detailed and comprehensiYe stndy of indiyidual
localities. Others arc shared in com111.on bv this Territorv and bv
the States and Territories on the mainland in a wav that a better
understanding of the whole subject is making m'cre and more
clear. Tn so far as Hawaii has taken part in this g'eneral move-
ment it is unqnestionahl\' the 1110St notahle event in the history of
forestry in the Territor}' during' the past year.
\Vith the widening' in scope of the general ontlook the work of
the Territorial Forest Service has gone steadily forward. Pur-
suing the policy adopted at its organization, five years 2.go, there
have heen set apart during the past year additional forest. reserves
amounting in area to 46,429 acres, of which 2 I ,094 acres, or 45
per ceilt., is Govertln'ent land. This hrings the to~al area of the
Hawaiian forest reserves, now sixteen in ·m1mher. 'lp to 444, 116
acres, of which 27.V)12 acres, or 61 per cent., helongs to the Gov-
ernment. Forest l~eserve projects amounting to a ':"t:11 of. 62,180
acres now onlv ;l\\'ait formal action hI' the Doanl 0f Agriculture
and Forestry ill1d tlte Governor hefore heing sci apart. Tlte most
important forest reserve projects now 1)c1Hling are tlte proposed
Kohab l\Iountain Forest Reserve OIl Hawaii. and tlte pronosed
Lihue-Koloa and Kilauea-Aliollla11l1 Forest Reserves oft- Kauai.
vVith the setting apart of the two last named proposed reserves,
I.,
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the entire upland region in the central part of Kauai will be in-
cluded 'within the forest reserve limits, making Kauai the first
!sland on which the reserve system has been bm;lght to com-
pletion.
Reference to the forest reserves brings up a matter in which
this Association can by its inHucnce and support be of material
assistance in strcngthening the fore~:t policy of :he Territory.
As has been frequently pointed out the primary vahle of the
Hawaiian forest lies in the protcctive inHuence it exerts on the
watersheds of the streams needed for irrigation. Consequently
practically all the forest reserves are essentially protection forests,
which it is desirable should be held strictI v intact. This Illeans
that the reserves Illust be nrotected from' fire, from cattle and
from other forms of trespas~, and must be rid of wild goats and
other destructive animals. So far as possible the !:.oundaries of
the reserves are made to follow natural barriers. But it often hap-
pens that there are stretches where fencing is required. In. many
cases a short stretch of fence, as for example between two gulches,
wiII protect a large area. Often such stretches of fence should
be on Government land "\vhere it is impracticable to make fence
huilding a condition of a Government lease. To meet such con-
tingencies and also to provide for' the fencing joint!." hy the Gov-
ernment and a given corporation of certain forest lines, there
should be available an appropriation on which tl1;~ Division of
Forestry could draw. The amount need not be large. Five thou-
sand dollars would go a long way in such work. nut some money
certainlv should be available.
Two 'further matters of similar tenor should also be mentioned
in this connection-the inauguration of a dcfini~e system of
administration of the forest reserves by forest ran.<;ers. paid out
of Territorial funds and responsible only to the Territorial forest
officials; and second, the appropriation of a fund, to be used only
in case of emergency, from which coulel he paid expe~lses incurred
in fighting forest fires. [(ot until the Hawaiian furest reserves
are properly protected hy the necessary fences, alld adequatelv
guarded against fire and trespass hy a fo.rest ranger for("e, hacked
by an appropriation for fighting firc, can the reserve:; do their full
duty or be made of the greatest henefit to the Territory.
In saying this r do not forget the excellent work that has for
many years been donc by a numher of the large p1antation com-
panies in carefully protecting their O\\'n forest lands. nor do I
t1Iider-estimate the strong sentiment in favor of for('stry that has
made possible what has already been accomplished hy the Terri-
torial officials. nut looking to the future, as it is rsscntially the
business of the forester to do, T cannot hut urge ;nost strongly
that the memhers of this i\!ssociation, hath collectively and as
individuals, exert w11<1 lever in Huence they mav have to secu re
from the coming Legislature appropriations sufficirnt for these
purposes.'
The second main line of forest work in Hawaii is tree planting.
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It was in this way that both the Government anr] the private
Owner began to practice forestry in this Territory. ! do not need
to remind you of the good work that has been done with increas-
ing interest for the past thirty years. But I do want to bring
home to vou all the desirability-nav the necessity of doim! more
of it. • .•., "
,In Hawaii there are four,main objects in tree planting. First,
commercial return. be the neell for posts, railroacl des, construc-
tion timber or fuel. Second. to provide shelter belts or wind
breaks. Third, road side and ornamental planting. And fourth,
to extend and supplement the native forest in sectiuns where the
forest cover is unquestionably of value as a means of controlling
the run-off and making available for use a larger percentage of
the precipitation either on the surface or as an underground
supply.
Let me speak of the last named case first. As a typical exam-
ple I have in mind the Ewa Dasin on this island. Practically all
the water for the plantations about Pearl Harbor comes from
streams draining the Koolau j,\IIountains or from artesian wells
supplied by undcrground water from the same source. The rain
that falls on the \Vaianae l\Iountains is important as far as it goes,
but it is amI alwa\'s must he onll· a fraction of wbat results from
the precipitation on the Koolau' Range. As it is now much of
the rainfall on these mountains gets away as' flood water and
escapes the duty it might he made to perform, either by helping to
fill the high level irrigation ditches or as unclerground water to
assiEt in keeping up the wat\;r-table for a longer time in suc-
ceeding periods of drought. There is a belt above the cane fields
and other agricultmal land in the Ewa Basin that it would pay
to get back under forest for the gO~J(1 it would cia in holding
sonic of the water that now escapes. The planting up of this
belt is a case where all three plantations could \yell get together
and cooperate. ;\'eedless to say the Division of forestry would
he glad to assist in any way possihle in this or any other similar
tree planting project. -
I hope that in time' the Division of Forestt.'· may have at its
command sufficient funds to begin tree planting again on Govern-
ment land. nut at present T believe 1110re good nn be accom-
plished by expending what money is available in assisting private
owners and in the way of plant introduction.
DUrIng the past year systematic relations of seed exchange have
heen established with over one hundred botanic gardens and other
similar institutions in yarious parts of the world. Dy this means
there have heen received at the Government N"ursery the seed of
numerous trees and shrubs new to the Territory. some of which
arc sure to prove of very considerable economic 'value. To facili-
tate this work an experimental garden has been marIc in upper
:i'l'1akiki Valley where the plants started in the specially constructed
germination houses at the nursery can be propagated for subse-
quent distribution. As soon as practicable the new trees and
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shruhs will be sent out to localities on the other islands where
from situation, elevation and aspect they may be expected to do
well. In addition to the experimental garden at l\:Iakiki, it is
hoped to establish regular sub-gardens on the other islands, which
shall eventually hecome centers of distribution. One such station
is abollt to be made at Kalahea on Kauai where Mr. \\Talter D.
McBryde has consented to coiiperate with the Division of Forestry
by overseeing the work. The great interest in tree planting that
l\Ir. McBryde has already shown, both by his own planting and
by what he has got his neig'hhors to do, arg'ues well for, the suc-
cess of this undertaking. Eventually I hope that similar gardens
for the systematic trial and propagation of valuable exotic plants
mav be establi8hed on each island.
Somewhat in line with this work is the experimental tree plant-
ing on the high slopes of Mauna Kea and Haleakala about to be
undertaken with the cooperation of the Federal Forest Service.
The object of these experiments is to trv some of the conifers-
pines, spruces and firs-of the temperate zone at elevations above
the native Hawaiian forests, witb tl'e expedCltion of obtaining
data that will lead eventlli\lIy to the clothing- of those now barren
mountain slopes with a fm'est of valuahle trees. An allotment of
Forest Service funds made la8t year for this \\'ork was later with-
drawn. This year the money ($2.000) was again secured. As
soon as the llecessan' formalities 8re cOl11plied with the work of
aetual planting will he hegun.
T said a few moments ago that there \I'ere four m:lin ohieds in
tree planting in Ha\\'aii and proceeded to ontline what mig,ht be
done under one of them. Let ns 110\\' hrieR,' comider planting
for commerci81 retnrns, \I'hich is br 8nd 8wav the most impor-
tant form of tree planting in Hawaii. Even' sugar plantation in
the islands needs a const8nt snpoh' of wo(1(1 and timher. i\fany
lllust oroyide for a suppl\' of fllel as well. The price of all kinds
of lumher, evell of the nrdinan' mllg'h crra<1es, has fnr some years
been p'oino- stc8dih' up, From the outlnok on Ihe mainland it is
evidel';t th;t a fllrther'l ise is to he eXllected. \Vith the increasing
denWlld for all forms nf \\'00'] and the stea~lil': diminishing' SU1J-
ply the outlook calinot he otherwise, In his address hefo;'e this
,'\ssociation at its ann1lal meeting last H'ar. -:\fr. Th\11"ston brought
forward facts and fig-nres that cannot Ill' disputed, The situation
today is that \I'e arc one "ear ne~If(T the timc \\'hen the pressure
of a· \I'ood famine \I'ill he~'in kecn]\' to 1)(' felt. The onh' remedv
is In plant trees and to heg-in ;1t oncc,' .,
Practica1I''- cY('r~' sti!2'ar plantation in the ishnds 11;1s ;'reas of
,\'aste land th8t is !2'ood for nn other pumose, htlt which wi1I serve
cxcellently for pro'dtlcil1!2' wond of the kinds spC'cially adapted for
the needs nf that n;1rtictllar plantation.
The Division of 1'or('stn' has the nccessan' infnrnlltion as to
what kinds of trees to plant to ohtain cC'rtain'rcsu!fs under varv-
ing conditions of exp0sure, aS1)cct and elevation. This informa-
tion is frce and to he had for the asking.
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. Further, at the bare cost of his traveling expenses, Mr. David
Haughs, the Forest Nurseryman of the Division of Forestry, an
experienced tree planter, long familiar with island conditions,
will visit any locality and prepare a regular planting plan, show-
ing in detail just what to plant and where and how to go about
the work.
The cost of planting per acre varies of course with the locality.
But there is probably not a plantation in the Territory where the
planting of certain gulch ·sides or other patches of waste laild with
trees would not be a good investment.
A word on the personal side. Someone may object that tree
planting is a thankless job for the man who does the work in
that someone else enjoys the returns. Here in Hawaii this is less
true than it is elsewhere for our trees g-row rapidly and usually
one has the advantage of being able to reap what he himself has
sown. But supposing he does not. The members of this Associa-
tion are broad-gauge men who should be glacl to do something
for the future welfare of the properties in which they are now
interested, if not for the good of the country. And again, what
better memorial can a man leave than a grove of thrifty, well
grown, valuable trees. Think a moment of the tree planting that
has been done in vour district and ten to one vou will find that
some one man's mime is associated with it. -
According to a list that I made out last spring- the following
plantations are now actively engaged in tree planting, on a larger
or smaller scale:
K.\U.\T.
:McDrycle Sugar Company, Eleele.
Koloa Sug-ar Company, r'::oloa.
Grove vann Plantation, Lihue.
Lihue Plantation Company. Lihue.
IVlakee Sugar Company. Kealia.
O.\lIU.
\iVaianae Company. \Vaianae.
Kahuku Plantation Compan:-', Kahuku.
"I.\UT.
vVailuku Sugar Company. \Vailuku.
Hawaiian Commcrcial & Sugar Co., Puuncne.
Maui Agricultural Company, Paia.
JI.\ \L\ I r.
Kohala Sugar Company, Kohala.
Halawa Plantation Co.• r-':ohala.
Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co., Hamakua.
Hamakua IVlill Company, Paauilo.
Hakalau Plantation Company. Hakalau.
Pepeekeo Sugar Compan:-', Pepeekeo.
Honomu Sugar Compal1\", Honomu.
Hawaiian Agricultural Company, Pahala.
Fruit blue-black like an enormous rich blueberry in looks and taste.
Unsurpassed for eating raw, cooked, canned or preserved in any form.
The greatest g-arden fruit ever introdnced and equally valuable in hot, dry,
cold or wet climates. Easiest plant in the world to grow succeeding any-
where and yielding great masses of rich fruit all the year. The greatest
boon to the family g-arden ever introduced. Everybody can and will grow
it when known. \Ve are the sole introdur.ers in all parts of the world.
Seed 20 Cents per packet, 3 packets for 50 Cents postpaid.
Also our Great Catalogue of Seed. Bulbs, Plants and New Fruits
ior 1909, FREE. Nearly 150 pages. with colored plates and many startling
novelties.
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This is a good list and means that the men who are responsible
for the work are level headed and far sighted individuals. But
the list should be much longer. It ought to be made a sort of
Roll of Honor on which the names of all the plantations should
appear. vVhy should this not happen before the next Planters'
Association meeting? If you gentlemen will take the matter to
heart it can be done. Vv"e are all interested in the continued pros-
perity of Hawaii nei. Will you not in this way help tile Territory
while you help yourselves by providing for a wooel supply in
future years?
